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Dec. 3, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Registration is under way for the Conviser DuffY CPA Review Program 
offered through Morehead State University's Department of Accounting and Economics. 
Available on the main campus, the class begins Saturday, Jan. 25. It runs from 8:30a.m. to 
4 p.m. each Saturday for 12 weeks. The class will be taught in Conference Room 2 of Waterfield 
Hall. 
The course is designed for accounting professionals preparing to take the CPA examination 
which is given each year in November and May, according to Dr. L.K. Williams, MSU professor of 
accounting and review course coordinator. While a video format, taped two weeks prior to the 
actual class session, is used, an MSU faculty member will provide live supplemental material. 
The cost, which is $1,320 for the entire course, covers all textbooks, workbooks and other 
study materials, including Passmaster software which incorporates past CPA exam questions and 
other materials. Conviser DuffY offers a money-back guarantee, as well as an unconditional free, 
retake of the course at any of its locations nationwide. 
Brochures detailing the course and registration information are available by calling Dr. 
Williams at (606) 783-2911. 
Conviser DuffY offers the CPA review course at more than 200 sites. Among the more than 
45 universities and colleges using this review program are Notre Dame University and the University 
of Kentucky. 
Also four of the "Big Six" international accounting firms use the Conviser DuffY books, 
materials and software. 
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MSU Offers CPA Course 
Now thru Jan. 20, 1997 
30 sec 
REGISTRATION IS UNDER WAY FOR THE CONVISER DUFFY 
CPA REVIEW VIDEOCOURSE TO BE OFFERED BY MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY'S COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ON THE MAIN 
CAMPUS. DESIGNED TO HELP PREP ARE FOR THE CPA EXAM 
GIVEN ANNUALLYINNOVEMBERAND MAY, THE 12-WEEK 
REVIEW COURSE BEGINS JANUARY 25. FOR MORE 
INFORMATION, CALL DR. L.K. WILLIAMS IN MSU' S 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Dec. 8- 28) 
Sunday, Dec. 8 
8 P.M. RECITAL: Jazz Fusion Ensemble, Duncan Recital Hall, free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
' 
Monday, Dec. 9 
FINALS WEEK, through Dec. 13; Reading Day, Dec. 11, no finals. 
Friday. Dec. 13 
606-783-2030 
7:3 0 P.M. HOLIDAY DINNER PARTY, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center; 
6:30p.m., social hour; ticket required. Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
Saturday, Dec. 14 
10:30 A.M. WINTER COMMENCEMENT, Academic-Athletic Center. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2008. 
Friday, Dec. 20 
4:30P.M. HOLIDAY BREAK BEGINS; Offices reopen Jan. 2, 8 a.m. 
Tuesday, Dec. 24 
7:30P.M. MEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs. Marion College, Academic-Athletic Center; 
ticket required. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Saturday, Dec. 28 
7:30P.M. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs. Wright State, Academic-Athletic Center; 
ticket required. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
#### 
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MSU SERVICE PIN RECIPIENTS 
Several Morehead State University employees were honored recently for attaining milestones in their 
years of service at the University. Pins symbolic of their achievement were awarded by unit 
supervisors and MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin congratulated them. Among those recognized and 
their years of service were, front row from left, Linda Simpson, 20; Leota Quesinberry, 30; Patty 
Eldridge, 20; Louise Louder, 25; Dr. Autumn Grubb, 15, and Vanessa Cecil, 10. Second row, from 
left, Paula Dailey, 15; Pauline Powers, 10; Harold Justice, 10; Brent Jones, 10; Sandra Adkins, 15, 
and Mark Schafer, 10. Third row, from left, Dr. Eaglin, George Caudill, 20; Michael Hogge, 15; 
James S. Maggard, 10, and Perry Snider, 15. Those attaining milestones, but not pictured, were 
Debra Mattingly, Joyce Meade and Charles Mraz, 10 years; Bonita Lowe and Kathy Smalley, 20 
years; Laradean Brown, 25 years, and W. Michael Brown, 30 years. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 5, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will hold its 1996 Winter Commencement at 
10:30 a.m. on Saturday, Dec. 14, in the Academic-Athletic Center. 
Approximately 500 undergraduate and graduate students are candidates for degrees to be 
conferred that day by MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. In addition, two distinguished Eastern 
Kentucky women will receive honorary doctorates. 
Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen }'rice Stacy of West Liberty will receive honorary 
Doctor of Science and honorary Doctor of Humanities degrees, respectively. 
Halbleib, a registered nurse, and her colleague, Dr. C. Louise Caudill, have worked together 
for nearly 50 years and are recognized throughout Eastern Kentucky as medical pioneers. A native 
of Louisville, Ms. Halbleib graduated from the Nazareth College School of Nursing (now Spalding 
University) with clinical work at St. Joseph's Hospital. While serving as a public health nurse in Clay 
County, she met Dr. Caudill and their medical partnership was formed. 
While managing Dr. Caudill's family medicine practice over the years, Ms. Halbleib has 
assisted in delivering more than 8, 000 babies for mothers in Eastern Kentucky. Working 
· side-by-side, the two have helped to develop St. Claire Medical Center into a regional health care 
facility and in numerous other causes for the betterment of the community. Respected as a medical 
professional in her own right, Ms. Halbleib has strongly supported allied health education programs 
at MSU and been a champion of women's health is~ues. 
Stacy is recognized as journalist, artist, poet, author and historian. One of 16 original 
Kentucky Heritage Artists, her work has been shown·in Washington, D.C., throughout Kentucky and 
the United States, including in Appalshop's juried "Images from the Mountains" exhibits. Her 
paintings have gone into the homes of Phyllis Geor~e, Mary Lou Whitney and broadcasting magnate 
Ted Turner. 
A published poet, she has been honored by the National League of American Penwomen and 
the Tennessee Author's Competition. One of her poems appears in the recently-published "God's 
Plenty," along with works by 56 other Kentuckians. The organizer of the Kentucky Hill Branch of 




A widely published writer, Ms. Stacy also has written for several Kentucky newspapers. A 
former member of the Kentucky Heritage Commission, she was recognized by the Morgan County 
Historical Society. A contributor to the Kentucky Encyclopedia, she also wrote two volumes of the 
history of Morgan County. She is one of the founders of the Morgan County Sorghum Festival. 
The student speaker will be Cecilia Michelle Maggard of Vicco, a senior in the Caudill 
College of Humanities. A dean's list student, she will receive her A.B. degree in English with 
honors. A theatre minor, she also will be certified as a secondary e.ducation teacher and plans to 
teach. She did her student teaching this semester at Breathitt County High School. 
Maggard transferred to MSU in fall 1994 from Hazard Community College. As an MSU 
st4dent, she was a member of Sigma Tau Delta English honorary as well as Theta Alpha Phi theatre 
honorary and was active in the theatre program. She also worked in the Department of Management 
and Marketing, College ofBusiness. 
The daughter of Otis and Cecilia Maggard, she is a graduate ofDilce Combs High School. 
Once the degrees are conferred, the new graduates will be inducted into the MSU Alumni 
Association by its president, H. Jack Webb of Ashland. 
Dr. Travis P. Lockhart, professor of theatre and recipient of the 1996 Distinguished Teacher 
Award, will be grand marshal, assisted by Dr. Frances Helphinstine, professor of English. 
Student marshals will be Laurent A Nash of Morehead, representing Graduate and 
Extended Campus Programs; Joseph C. Sweeney of Inez, College of Science and Technology; 
Stacy A Wilson of Ashland, College of Business; Melissa A Hoskins of West Liberty, College of 
Education and Behavioral Sciences, and Genevieve M. Campbell of Concord, representing the 
Caudill College of Humanities. 
A reception for graduates and their families, sponsored by the MSU Alumni Association, will 
be hosted by Dr. and Mrs. Eaglin, immediately following the ceremony. 
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MSU HOSTS UPWARD BOUND REUNION 
Morehead State University's Upward Bound Program recently celebrated its 30th Anniversary 
Reunion. Several former participants and staff members shared their experiences in Upward Bound 
as part of the evening's program. MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin presented a proclamation to 
Jennifer Cady, Upward Bound project director, recognizing the accomplishments of the program 
during its 30-year history. The federally-funded program is designed to increase high school 
students' motivation and academic skills needed for post secondary education. Approximately 1,500 
young people have participated in the program since its beginning in 1966. Its alumni include 
professionals in a wide variety of fields and community service. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 6, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. StuartS. Sprague, Morehead State University professor emeritus of 
history, is the editor of a new book about a man who helped slaves escape to freedom. 
The manuscript for "His Promised Land: The Autobiography of John P. Parker, Former 
Slave and Conductor on the Underground Railroad" was written in the late 1880s. The book tells 
the story of John P. Parker, a mulatto slave who bought his freedom in 1845 and spent the next 20 
years helping several hundred slaves cross the Ohio River from Kentucky and on into Canada. 
Since 1988, Dr. Sprague has researched the underground railroad in Kentucky, particularly 
around the Maysville area. He was instrumental in helping establish the Mason County Underground 
Railroad Museum and African American Research Center in Maysville. 
Dr. Sprague has published several works about African-American history, including "The 
New Mother Lode" for the "Journal ofNegro History" and one volume of"Kentucky Black 
Genealogy." He also is the author of various books about Kentucky including: "Eastern Kentucky: 
A Pictorial History," "Kentuckians in Missouri," "Kentuckians in lllinois" and "Kentuckians in Ohio 
and Illinois." 
An MSU faculty member for 28 years before retiring last spring, Dr. Sprague received his 
bachelor's and master's degrees from Yale University and a Ph.D. degree from New York 
University. He and his wife, the former Caroia Hartmann, are parents of four children. 
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Dec. 6, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. John C. Philley, executive vice president for academic affairs at 
Morehead State University, has been elected secretary ofthe National Association of State Boards 
of Geology (ASBOG). His term will expire at the end of the 1997 calendar year. 
Dr. Philley, a certified professional geologist, currently serves as chairperson of the Kentucky 
Board for the Registration of Professional Geologists. 
Active in several professional organizations, he is the author of numerous articles and 
guidebooks in his field. He earned Ph.D. and M.S. degrees in geology from the University of 
Tennessee and the B.S. degree from Millsaps College in the same field. 
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Dec. 6, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Kentucky Appalachian Advisory Council has elected Shirley 
Hamilton, director of community development and continuing education at Morehead State 
University, as its chair. Roger Recktenwald of the Big Sandy Area Development District and David 
Loiiis of the Federation of Appalachian Housing Enterprises, wiii serve as co-chairs. 
Hamilton will serve on the Kentucky Appalachian Commission Executive Committee with 
Sammy Chaney from the office of Gov. Paul Patton; Dr. Ron Eiler, University of Kentucky 
Appalachian Center; Bill Weinberg, East Kentucky Leadership Foundation; Eweii Baiitrip, executive 
director of the Kentucky Appalachian Commission, and Denzinna Belcher, County Judge Executive 
of Harlan County. 
"I believe the Council can play a major role in identifYing areas of need and concern in 
Eastern Kentucky and develop workable strategies for their resolution," Hamilton said. She wiii 
serve a two-year term as chair of the Advisory Council and be eligible for additional terms. 
Hamilton has long been involved in the development of Eastern Kentucky. She is a board 
member of the East Kentucky Leadership Foundation, East Kentucky Corporation and East 
Kentucky Women in Leadership and a former member of the Kentucky Appalachian Foundation 
Quality of Life Task Force and Kentucky Heritage Foundation. 
A staff member at MSU for 18 years, Hamilton has focused on training and continuing 
education in the region. She is chair of the Kentucky University and Coiiege Continuing Education 
Council and Morehead Rowan County Development Commission and local planning commission and 
a member of the Adult Basic Education/Literacy Advisory Board and Morehead Woman's Club. 
A native of Greenup County, Hamilton graduated from Raceland High School and received 
her bachelor's and master's degrees from MSU. She and her husband, Steve, MSU' s director of 
athletics, have four adult children. 
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December 7, 1996 
For Immediate Release 
PALMER DEVELOPMENT HOUSE 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2031 
FAX: 606-783-Zl77 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---No one was injured here Sanrrday afternoon when a glass 
bottle containing about a quart of chemical waste apparently exploded in an unoccupied 
chemistry laboratory at Morehead State University. 
Gary Messer, MSU' s director of risk management, said a student had been 
working with the material less than an hour before the incident occurred. He said the 
small explosion did not result in a fl.re and that a laboratory fume hood sustained minor 
damage. Morehead firemen and a deputy state ft.re marshal were called to the scene as a 
precaution. 
Messer said the incident temponuily left a "vinegar-like'' odor .in the building and 
that MSU persmmel would clean and ventilate the area before students and faculty retum 
Monday for fu1al examinations. 
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INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS 
AdVisory JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
EVENT: MSU's 1996 Winter Commencement 
DATE: Saturday, Dec. 14, 1996 
TIME: 10:30 a.m. 
SITE: Academic-Athletic Center 
HONORARY DEGREES: Honorary Doctor of Science---Susie Halbeib of Morehead, a 
registered nurse who with her coileague Dr. C. Louise Caudill, has served Eastern Kentucky 
as medical pioneers for nearly 50 years. 
Honorary Doctor of Humanities---Helen Price Stacy ofWest Liberty, who is recognized as a 
journalist, artist, poet, author and historian. 
STUDENT SPEAKER: Graduating senior Cecilia Michelle Maggard of Vicco. 
DEGREE CANDIDATES: Approximately 500 graduate and undergraduate candidates for 
degrees to be conferred by MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
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Dec. 10, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Morehead State University sophomores will represent 
Kentucky at the five-state regional competition of the Music Teachers Association which will be 
held in Knoxville, Tenn., in January. 
Representing the state will be Adria Dowd of Berea and Jennifer Hughes of West Van 
Lear. They were first place winners in the Kentucky Music Teachers Association competition 
held in October. 
The winners in the Tennessee match-up will advance to the Music Teachers National 
Association Convention in Dallas, Texas, April 6. 
Dowd, daughter of Karen Reed and granddaughter of Bill Hamilton, is a former 
participant in the All-State Band and previously studied with Evan Smith and Atossa Kramer of 
Berea. Active in the University's Concert Choir, she also is a member ofMSU's Marching 
Band, Symphonic Winds and Sigma Alpha Iota music fraternity. 
Hughes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hughes, was the recipient of the Edwa Peters 
Young Award given by MSU' s Department of Music. She is a member of the Concert Choir. 
Other winners at the state level were Chiho Sugo, Japanese graduate student, and Elmer 
White, Brandenburg junior. Sugo, wife of Masahito Kurado, is a member of the 
Tuba/Euphonium Ensemble and played with the Tokyo Clarinet Choir. White, son of Roxanne 
and Elmer White Jr., was named the first place solo trombonist at the International Trombone 
Association Eastern Region Competition held in Washington, D.C. earlier this year. He is a 
member of the University's Brass Choir. 
Dowd and Sugo study with Michael Acord, assistant professor of clarinet, while White is 
a student of Dr. Andrew Glendening, assistant professor of trombone, and Hughes studies with 
Dr. Paul Taylor, associate professor of piano. 
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DOWD WILL REPRESENT STATE AT KMTA CONFERENCE 
Adria Dowd is one of two students who will represent the state at the regional competition of the 
Kentucky Music Teachers Association in January. She studies with Michael Acord, MSU 
assistant professor of clarinet. Dowd is the daughter of Karen Reed and granddaughter of Bill 
Hamilton of Berea. Also representing Kentucky will be Jennifer Hughes of West Van Lear. 






(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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HUGHES TO REPRESENT STATE AT REGIONAL COMPETITION 
Jennifer Hughes is one of two Morehead State University students who will represent the state at 
the regional competition of the Music Teachers Association. Hughes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ed Hughes of West Van Lear, studies with Dr. Paul Taylor, MSU associate professor of piano. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
FEBRUARY IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Jan. 3-March 26, Art Exhibit: "The Paintings of Joan Dance," Kentucky Folk Art Center, 
8:30 a.m.-4:30p.m., weekdays; 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturdays; free. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2204. 
Feb. 2, Junior Recital: Steve Diamond, guitar, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 8, National Girls and Women in Sports Day: "Get in the Game" for females ages 6-17, 
Academic-Athletic Center, 2 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2466. 
Feb. 8, Women's Basketball: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri, Academic-Athletic Center, 5:30p.m.; 
admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Feb. 8, Men's Basketball: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri, Academic-Athletic Center, 7:45p.m.; 
admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Feb. 10, Women's Basketball: MSU vs. Eastern lllinois, Academic-Athletic Center; 5:30p.m.; 
admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Feb. 10, Men's Basketball: MSU vs. Eastern lllinois, Academic-Athletic Center; 7:45p.m.; 
admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Feb. 11-16, Theatre: "Lysistata Sings The Blues," Kibbey Theatre, 8 p.m., except for Feb. 16, 
2 p.m.; charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2170. 
Feb. 13-16, Band Clinic, Baird and Wetherby Gymnasium. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb.20, Women's Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, Academic-Athletic Center; 
5:30p.m.; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Feb.20, Men's Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, Academic-Athletic Center; 
7:45p.m.; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Feb. 20, Faculty Recital: Roma Prindle, soprano, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Additional. 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb. 22, Preview Day, campus, 9 a.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2000. 
Feb.22, Women's Basketbaii: MSU vs. Austin Peay, Academic-Athletic Center; 5:30p.m.; 
admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Feb.22, Men's Basketball: MSU vs. Austin Peay, Academic-Athletic Center; 7:45 p.m.; admission 
charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Due to early deadline, some listings may be subject to change. 
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JANUARY .IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Jan.2, Offices reopen following holiday break, 8 a.m. 
Jan. 3-March 26, Art Exhibit: "The Paintings ofJoan Dance," Kentucky Folk Art Center, 
8:30 a.m.-4:30p.m., weekdays; 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturdays; free. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2204. 
Jan. 4, Women's Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee Tech University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
5:30p.m.; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Jan. { Men's Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee Tech University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7:45p.m.; charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Jan. 6, Women's Basketball: MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State University, 5:30p.m.; charge. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Jan. 6, Men's Basketball: MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State University, 7:45p.m.; charge. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Jan. 15, Campus-wide Convocation, Button Auditorium, 10 a.m .. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2030. 
Jan. 15, Registration for advanced registered freshmen and transfer students for Spring Semester, 
Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center; 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2008. 
Jan. 16-17, Registration for Spring Semester, in departments, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2008. 
Jan. 16, Women's Basketball: MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Academic-Athletic 
Center, 5:30p.m.; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Jan. 16, Men's Basketball: MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7:45 p.m.; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Jan. 18, Women's Basketball: MSU vs. University of Tennessee-Martin, Academic-Athletic 
Center, 5:30p.m.; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Jan. 18, Men's Basketball: MSU vs. University of Tennessee-Martin, Academic-Athletic Center, 




Jan. 20, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday; no classes or office hours. 
Jan. 20, Women's Basketball: MSU vs. Murray State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
5:30p.m.; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Jan. 20, Men's Basketball: MSU vs. Murray State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7:45p.m.; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Jan. 22, Mentalist/Illusionist Craig Karges, Button Auditorium, 9:15p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2071. 
Jan. 23, Faculty Recital: Sharon Trent, bassoon, Duncan Recital Hall; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Jan. 28, Central Kentucky Blood Center Drive, Button Drill Room, 10 a.m. Additional 
information: (800) 775-2522. 
Jan. 28, Faculty Recital: "Schubertiade" #1, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Jan. 28, Comedian Frank "The Slide Show Guy'' King, AdronDoran University Center grill, 
9:15p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
Jan. 30, Faculty Recital: Stacy Baker, tuba, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m.; free. Additional 
information: (606) 783"2473. 
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
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Dec. 12, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's chapter of Young Democrats has 
reorganized and officers have been elected. 
The officers, who will serve a one-year term, are: 
President--Randall Combs, Jackson junior government and public relations major. 
Husband of Peggy Ann Combs, he is a member of the Student Government Association and 
Thumbnails advertising club and serves as manager for the men's basketball team. 
Vice president--Brad Lawson, West Liberty junior government major. Son of Jerry 
Lawson, he is a member of FF A and Student Government Association. 
Secretary/treasurer--Peggy Ann Combs, Morehead junior government major. Wife of 
Randall Combs, she is a member of Thumbnails advertising club. 
The goal of the organization is to promote the party and encourage students to participate 
in political activities. Its adviser is Dr: Marilyn Mote-Yale, MSU assistant professor of 
government. 
The chapter's members hope to attend the presidential inauguration in Washington, D.C. 
Jan. 19-21. Anyone wishing to assist in their efforts may send a contribution to "Young 
Democrats" at UPO 1377, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351-1689. 
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Dec. 12, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---JefferyS. Yonts of Ashland has joined the Morehead State 
University chapter of Young Democrats. 
Yonts, son of Herbert Yonts Jr. arid Brenda Yonts, is a sophomore government/paralegal 
studies major. He is a member of the Student Government Association, Societus Pro Legibus 
and Students for Social Justice. 
The goal of the organization is to encourage students to participate in political activities. 
Dr. Marilyn Mote-Yale, MSU assistant professor of government, is the chapter's adviser. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jason Lee Stinson of Louisville has joined the Morehead State 
University chapter of Young Democrats. 
Stinson, son of Kevin and Brenda Stinson, is a sophomore sociology major. He is a 
member of the Students for Social Justice and Criminology Club Association. 
The goal ofthe organization is to encourage students to participate in political activities. 
Dr. Marilyn Mote-Yale, MSU assistant professor of government, is the chapter's adviser. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Daniel Combs of McDowell has joined the Morehead State 
University chapter of Young Democrats. 
Combs, a senior English major, is a member of the Student Activities Council and Adult 
Learning Center. 
The goal of the organization is to encourage students to participate in political activities. 
Dr. Marilyn Mote-Yale, MSU assistant professor of government, is the chapter's adviser. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Raymond P. "Rocky" Ross of Morehead has joined the Morehead 
State University chapter of Young Democrats. 
Ross, son of Ray Ross Jr. of Morehead and Nancy Ross of Georgetown, is a sophomore 
accounting and government major. He is a member of Societus Pro Legibus. 
The goal of the organization is to encourage students to participate in political activities. 
Dr. Marilyn Mote-Yale, MSU assistant professor of government, is the chapter's adviser. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---When Jessica Duncan offers a courteous reply, she used to say "thank 
you;" now she may say "merci." 
Duncan and her classmates in Joanne Lambertson's primary 1-2 grade at Farmers Elementary 
School are among the Rowan County students who have been learning the French language during 
the fall term. All the students from kindergarten through the fifth grade at Farmers as well as 
students in Jill Oddis' and Sharon Wheeler's class at Morehead Grade School have added this foreign 
language to their curriculum. 
Instruction, provided by Morehead State University student volunteers, included a 30-minute 
weekly session geared to each grade level. For the younger students, learning to count to 10, 
greetings, colors and how to identify their pets was a treat, but they also learned to sing songs like 
"Frere Jacques." 
The children have just "loved it," said Janie Allen, Farmers principal. When first asked about 
the option of a foreign language, she said "I was thrilled to death," noting that that had been an item 
on her "wish list." 
Foreign language has not been added to the Rowan County School curriculum. Instead, the 
effort was a cooperative venture that came to fruition because of one mother's desire for her son to 
have the experience. 
Believing that younger children learn a language faster than adults, Jenny Bolt, a member of 
the Farmers PTO and mother of young Spencer, suggested the idea. After receiving a warm 
response, she contacted Vandy Trent, departmental secretary in MSU's English, Foreign Languages 
and Philosophy, who along with Mary Jo Netherton, associate professor ofFrench, and Dr. John R. 
Secor, associate professor of romance languages, provided the students to teach the classes. 
"The students volunteered to teach," Netherton said. "After they had decided to make the 
commitment, they only came to me for ideas." Some of the students borrowed tapes and other 




Trent assisted in the logistics of scheduling students and served as the liaison for all involved. 
Getting the MSU students to the school, no problem. For those who did not have transportation, 
Bolt and another mother, Sharon Oldham, have served as a chauffeur service, picking them up on 
campus and delivering them to Farmers for the class. The arrangement worked well except for the 
time when Spencer had chicken pox. 
And the MSU students got something in return for their time. "The students really enjoyed 
the experience and the opportunity to teach the youngsters," Netherton said. "They were amazed 
that the students could remember the material they covered during the last session." 
The University students who provided instruction were: Lesli Schadler, Independence 
junior; Amanda Chamberlain, Somerville, Ohio, freshman; Stella Helton, Owingsville sophomore; 
Joe Sweeney, Inez junior; Regina Beach, Brooksville junior; Ken Casper, Morehead graduate 
student; Ben Bills, Worthington freshman; Melissa Metz, Flatwoods sophomore, and Jennifer 
Adkins, Greenup sophomore. 
The program has been successful at Farmers, Allen said. "I would like to see it continued 
because the students have been very receptive," she added, noting that each of the grades use their 
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WAITING HER TURN 
Jessica Duncan, a student at Farmers Elementary School, waits to be recognized so she can provide 
the answer in her French class. Lesli Schadler, a Morehead State University junior, volunteered to 
teach the class. 
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LEARNING FRENCH AT FARMERS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Students in Farmers Elementary School in Rowan County were treated to French classes this 
semester by some Morehead State University students. Lesli Schadler, left, MSU junior from 
Independence, taught the foreign language to Joanne Lambertson's primary 1-2 grade, as the teacher 
watched. Schadler is a psychology major with a minor in French. 
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Dec. 12, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will close for the holidays at 4:30p.m. on 
Friday, Dec. 20. 
Offices will reopen at 8 a.m. on Thursday, Jan. 2. Registration for the spring 1997 semester 
will be Jan. 16-17. Freshman and transfer students who pre-registered may pay tuition/fees on 
VVednesday,Jan. 15. 
All classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Owingsville seniors are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Tammy Norris is teaching at Camargo Elementary School. 
Cheryl Razor is teaching business at Montgomery County Vocational Technical School. 
Lisa Rogers is teaching science and math at McNabb Middle School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two Boone County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester a8 part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Melissa Curtis, Hebron senior, is teaching biology at George Rogers Clark High 
School in Winchester. 
Amy Spence, Union senior, is teaching special education in England. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine Boyd County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Christy Copley, Catlettsburg senior, is teaching math and English at McNabb Middle 
School. 
Geni Donahue, Ashland senior, is teaching art at Greenup County High School. 
Marci Hicks, Ashland senior, is teaching English at Boyd County Middle School. 
Sherry Nelson, Rush senior, is teaching social studies at Greenup County High School. 
Larry Salyers Jr. and Tammy Sammons, Ashland seniors, are teaching at Hager 
Elementary School. 
Tracie Salyers and Melissa Walter, Ashland seniors, are teaching at Poage Elementary 
School. 
Marilyn Serrano, Ashland senior, is teaching social studies at Boyd County Middle 
School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of 
their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform 
Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Breathitt County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Bonnie Lively, Guage senior, is teaching English at Sebastian Middle School. 
Cecil Neace, Lost Creek senior, is teaching social studies at Breathitt County High 
School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Carter County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Mark Messer, Olive Hill senior, is teaching business at Bath County High School in 
Owingsville. 
Dana Smith, Olive Hill senior, is teaching at West Carter High School. 
Christa Wooten, Grayson senior, is teaching English at George Rogers Clark High 
School in Winchester. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Sandy Hook seniors are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Dena Fannin is teaching at Northern Elementary School. 
Shana Reed is teaching at West Liberty Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Lexington seniors students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Dennis Flanagan and Daniel Volpe are teaching physical education at Tates Creek High 
School. 
Gregory Jenkins is teaching music at Bourbon County High School. 
Charles Stewart is teaching music at Lafayette High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Prograin. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
oftheir chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Fleming County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Jason Fife, Hillsboro senior, is teaching at Morehead Elementary School. 
Sherri Gardner, Wallingford senior, is teaching at Straub Elementary School in 
Maysville. 
Theron Jones, Hillsboro senior, is teaching art at Mason County High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Twe1ve Floyd County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Michelle Castle, Prestonsburg senior, is teaching at Porter Elementary School. 
Stacy Compton, McDowell senior, and Michelle Crager, Hueysville senior, are 
teaching at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
Mika Gayheart, Martin senior, and Linda Ousley, Blue River senior, are teaching at 
W.R. Castle Elementary School in Wittensville. 
Martin Hall, McDowell senior, is teaching art at Russell High School. 
Edwina Hicks, Prestonsburg senior, is teaching at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
Leigh Honshell, Wayland senior, is teaching English at Johnson Central High School. 
John Kidd, Honaker senior, is teaching English at George Rogers Clark High School 
in Winchester. 
GeorgeAnn Parsons, Drift senior, is teaching biology at Prestonsburg High School. 
Kathryn Sparks, Allen senior, is teaching at Porter Elementary School. 
Althea Tackett, Craynor senior, is teaching at Henry Clay High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Greenup County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Kori Back, Flatwoods senior, is teaching at Hager Elementary School. 
Hobert Bowling, Greenup senior, is teaching music at George Rogers Clark High 
School. 
Stephanie Craycraft, South Shore senior, is teaching at Mt. Sterling Elementary 
School. 
Stephen Dowdy, South Portsmouth, is teaching biology at Boyd County High School. 
Cheri Foster, Greenup senior, is teaching at Poage Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Hardin County student is completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Jennifer Allen, Elizabethtown senior, is teaching music in England. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---AHart County student is completing student teaching during the 
1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Heather Scott, Horse Cave senior, is teaching at Camargo Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Louisville students are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Jennifer Hunt is teaching music at McNabb Middle School in Mt. Sterling. 
Katherine Hunt is teaching music at Pendleton County High School in Falmouth. 
Garry Sapp is teaching physical education at Morgan County High School. 
Chantez Shaver is teaching social studies at Butler Traditional School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Four Johnson County students are completing stuqent teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Terry Branham, Williamsport senior, is teaching math at Johnson County Middle 
School. 
Galena McClure, Wittensville senior, is teaching at Porter Elementary School. 
Tammy Smith, Hagerhill senior, is teaching at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
Lisa Wireman, Thelma senior, is teaching language at Johnson County Middle School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Taylor Mill students are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Tricia Thomes is teaching special education at Straub Elementary School. 
Darren Webb is teaching music at Scott High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Four Knott County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Lisa Collins, Hindman senior, is teaching at Camargo Elementary School. 
Jennifer Howard, Dwarf senior, is teaching health at West Carter High School. 
Valerie Macintosh, Sassafras senior, is teaching at L.B.J. Elementary School. 
Ola Sparkman, Topmost senior, is teaching at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Laurel County student is completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Dean Jones, London graduate stUdent, is teaching at Union College. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Louisa seniors are completing student teaching during the 
1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Susan Burke is teaching math and Brent Hutchinson is teaching social studies at Boyd 
County High School. 
Lonnie Cook Jr. is teaching health and physical education at Rowan County High 
School. 
Christina Opell is teaching music at Western Hills High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Leslie County student is completing student teaching during the 
1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Twynell Hoskins, Dryhill senior, is teaching at Rodbum Elementary School in 
Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Lewis County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Jeanie Clary, Emerson senior, is teaching at Tildon Hogge Elementary School. 
Glenda Gayheart, Garrison senior, and Matthew Stanfield, Tollesboro senior, are 
teaching at Straub Elementary School. 
Allen Kidwell, Vanceburg senior, is teaching social studies at Greenup County High 
School. 
Karen Wolfe, Vanceburg senior, is teaching at Lewis County Central Elementary 
School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Madison County student is completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Jack Pollard, Richmond senior, is teaching at Mason County Middle School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six Salyersville seniors are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Lora Arnette, Cindy Patrick and Andrea Salyer are teaching at Central Elementary 
School. 
Mandee Howard and Tracy Mullins are teaching at W .R. Castle Elementary School. 
Jennifer Howes is teaching math at Johnson County Middle School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Three Martin County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Carol Home, Inez senior, is teaching math at Fleming County High School. 
Shawn Jennings, Tomahawk senior, is teaching at W.R. Castle Elementary School. 
Barbara Peter, Lovely senior, is teaching social studies and math at McNabb Middle 
School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six Mason County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Amy Carpenter and Julia Meek, Mayslick seniors, are teaching biology at Bourbon 
County High School and George Rogers Clark High School. 
Paula Fetters, Maysville senior, is teaching at Flemingsburg Elementary School. 
Brenda Huber, Washington senior, and Heather Strode and Marla Wilcox, Maysville 
seniors, are teaching at Straub Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two Menifee County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Traci McCown, Frenchburg senior, is teaching math at Bath County High School. 
Kimberly Murphy, Wellington senior, is teaching at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.-Six Mt. Sterling students are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Jessica McClanahan is teaching at Camargo Elementary School. 
Jennifer McMonigle is teaching at Mt. Sterling Elementary School. 
Shannon Oney and Denise Rains are teaching at Owingsville Elementary School. 
Catherine Toy is teaching history at Bath County High School. 
Mireya Whitaker is teaching at Maxwell Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Morgan County students are completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Allison Benton and Connie Herdman, West Liberty seniors, are teaching at Rowan 
County High School. 
Wanda Cox, West Liberty senior, and Debbie Weddington, Hazel Green senior, are 
teaching at West Liberty Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Ten Perry County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Mildred Blank, Hazard senior, Harvey Colwell, Krypton senior, Amy Deaton, 
Hazard senior, Kelly Deaton, Hazard senior, and Leslie Mullins, Chavies senior, are 
teaching at L.B.J. Elementary School. 
Steven Dixon, Hazard senior, is teaching math at McNabb Middle School. 
Shawna Ferguson, Jeff senior, is teaching English at Fleming County High School. 
Cecilia Maggard, Vicco senior, is teaching English and Roger Neace, Bonnyman 
senior, is teaching social studies at Breathitt County High School. 
Glenn Miller, Hazard senior, is teaching biology at Rowan county High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Pike County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Robert Adams, Jenkins senior, is teaching social studies at Elliott County High School. 
Beverly Blankenship, Freeburn senior, is teaching at Morehead Elementary School. 
Stacia Damron, Pikeville senior, is teaching social studies at Johnson Central High 
School. 
Brian Mullins, Robinson Creek senior, is teaching English at Breathitt County High 
School. 
Brian Schindler, Pikeville senior, is teaching music at Raceland High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Stanton seniors are completing student teaching during the 
1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Anna Dotson is teaching at Mapleton Elementary School. 
Tammy Southwood is teaching at Camargo Elementary School. 
Tabatha Spencer is teaching at Tildon Hogge Elementary School. 
Tonya Stewart is teaching at Mt. Sterling Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Rockcastle County student is completing student teaching · 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Sheila Johnson, Brodhead senior, is teaching at Strode Elementary School in 
Winchester. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Nineteen Rowan County students are completing student teaching during 
the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Selena Adkins, Morehead senior, Paula Jackson, Morehead senior, and Kimberly Tackitt, 
Morehead senior, are teaching in a non-graded classroom at Rodburn Elementary where Elizabeth 
Hutchinson, Morehead senior, also is teaching. 
Steve Allen, Clearfield senior, is teaching business at Montgomery County Vocational 
Technical School. 
Lynna Blevins, Clifford Kuhn and Sandi Underwood, Morehead seniors, are teaching in a 
non-graded classroom at Owingsville Elementary. 
Connie Burns, Morehead senior, is teaching English at Fleming County High School. 
Angela Dickison, Morehead senior, is teaching in a non-graded classroom at Clearfield 
Elementary. 
Larry Coldiron Jr., Morehead senior, is teaching social studies at McNabb Middle School. 
William Hector, Morehead senior, is teaching music at George Rogers Clark High School. 
Martha Newsome, Morehead senior, is teaching English and Mary Pinson, Morehead senior, 
is teaching math at Bath County High School.. 
Henry Parsons, Morehead senior, is teaching art at Elliott County High School. 
Brent Simms, Morehead senior, is teaching industrial education at West Carter Middle 
School. 
Maribeth Stevens, Morehead senior, is teaching at Lexington Traditional Magnet School. 
Frank VanDyke, Morehead senior, is teaching physical education at Montgomery County 
High School. 
Lisa Wright, Morehead senior, is teaching at Tildon Hogge Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's Teacher 
Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public school teacher. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding of their chosen 
profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education Reform Act, according to 
Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Campton seniors are completing student teaching during the 
1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Dianna Brewer is teaching English at Morgan County High School in West Liberty. 
Linda Patton is teaching at L.B.J. Elementary School in Jackson. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Champaign County, Ohio, student is completing student 
teaching during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher 
Education Program. 
Stacy Rucker, Cable senior, is teaching physical education at Mason County High 
School in Maysville. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Clermont County, Ohio, students are completing student 
teaching during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher 
Education Program. 
Denae Adams, Hamersville senior, is teaching in England. 
Scott Sears, Milford senior, is teaching physical education at West Carter High School 
in Olive Hill. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Gallia County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Brent Simms, Gallipolis senior, is teaching at Rowan County Senior High School in 
Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Lawrence County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Michael Waller, Coal Grove senior, is teaching English at Boyd County High School 
in Ashland. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Montgomery County, Ohio, student is completing student 
teaching during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher 
Education Program. 
Ryan Wilhite, West Carrollton senior, is teaching English at Rowan County Senior 
High School in Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.-A Scioto County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 1996 fall semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
John Coriell, Portsmouth senior, is teaching English at Greenup County High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU's 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a local public 
school teacher. This team approach ensures that student teachers gain a realistic understanding 
of their chosen profession as well as implications of implementing the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's Teacher Education Program director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Speech Team took fifth place in the 
Transylvania Speech Tournament. 
Approximately 20 schools from Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana and 
Tennessee participated in the tournament held on the Transylvania University campus in 
Lexington, Dec. 7. 
Individual accomplishments by MSU students included: 
*Joseph Streible, a sophomore speech major from Hodgenville, placed second in Pentath 
(overall speaker award), prose, persuasion and after-dinner speaking. He also placed fifth in 
poetry. He is the son of Joe Streible and Charlene Gaddie. 
*Tiffaney Musser, a senior English major from Burke, Va., placed fifth in rhetorical 
criticism and sixth in poetry. She is the daughter of Lt. Col. Kenneth and Anita Musser. 
*Amy Smith, a junior English major with an emphasis in speech/theatre from Florence, 
placed fifth in informative speaking. She is the daughter of Robert and Ardella Smith. 
Several students, who are competing on the collegiate level for their first year, helped 
contribute to the team's finish by scoring high marks in preliminary rounds of competition. They 
include: Tony Caudill, sophomore pre-engineering major and son of Gene and Sue Caudill of 
Morehead; Angel Skipwith, freshman government major and daughter of Phillip and Lillie 
Skipwith oflndianapolis, Ind., and Samuel Were, a freshman graphics communications 
technology major from Switzerland. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Santa Claus, ak.a Morehead State University President Ronald G. Eaglin, 
made an early stop at MSU Saturday, Dec. 14, bringing with him some highly coveted presents. The 
occasion was the University's Winter Commencement and the presents were the undergraduate and 
graduate degrees that were conferred on the 400 plus candidates participating. 
A crowd of more than 3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers were on hand for the 
ceremony held in MSU's Academic-Athletic Center. 
In addition to conferring bachelor's and master's degrees, Dr. Eaglin also presented honorary 
doctorates to two "daughters ofKentucky," who have distinguished themselves. 
Susie Halbleib ofMorehead, a pioneering health care professional, and Helen Price Stacy ofWest 
Liberty, an acclaimed artist, poet, journalist and historian, received honorary Doctor of Science and 
Honorary Doctor of Humanities degrees, respectively. Presenting both candidates was MSU Regent 
Helen Pennington of West Liberty. 
Halbleib, a registered nurse who came to the region nearly 50 years ago, has committed her life to . . 
improving the quality of health care by working.side-by-side with Dr. C. Louise Caudill. 
Stacy, one of the founders of the Morgan County Sorghum Festival, has been recognized 
statewide and nationally for her paintings and poetry. A noted local historian, she was a contributor to the 
Kentucky Encyclopedia 
Student speaker Cecilia Michelle Maggard of Vicco, who received her B.A. degree in English 
with honors, used Myra Brooks Welch's poem, "The Touch of the Master's Hand" to offer two 
challenges to her fellow graduates. 
She urged them, as part of humankind, to give their neighbor, their friend or their brother the same 
chance given the old violin--the chance to feel useful, wanted and alive. Challenging them also to become 
masters, she said: 
"Whether your specialty is clothing design or computers, science or sociology, you have the power 
to become a master--for like the master musician in this poem; you have the ability to touch a life and 
increase the value of it a thousandfold." 
Following the conferring of degrees, MSU' s newest alunmi were inducted into the Alunmi 
Association by its president, H. Jack Webb of Ashland. 
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MSU A WARDS HONORARY DOCTORATES 
In addition to conferring bachelor's and master's degrees on more than 400 candidates at Morehead 
State University's Winter Commencement on Dec. 14, President Ronald G. Eaglin also presented 
honorary doctorates to two "daughters ofKentucky." Acknowledging the audience's applause 
following the presentation are, from left, Dr. Eaglin, Susie Halbleib of Morehead, who received the 
honorary Doctor of Science degree; Helen Price Stacy ofWest Liberty, who received the honorary 
Doctor ofHumanities degree, and MSU Regent Helen Pennington, who presented the candidates. 
Halbleib is a registered nurse and pioneering health care professional. Stacy is an acclaimed artist, 
poet, journalist, author and historian. Approximately 3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers /2# • .. , 
~ 7t.u..v.-J J!<-~ I~ attended the ceremony held in the Academic-Athletic Center. ~A . ~~ ~.v ~~-
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Wellness Center and the American 
Cancer Society will sponsor a Cooper/Clayton Smoking Cessation Program free of charge to 
faculty, staff and students. 
The program, which consists of 24 one-hour sessions, will begin on Tuesday, Jan. 21, at 
11 :30 a.m. in the Len Miller Room, Academic-Athletic Center. A second session will be offered 
Wednesday, Jan. 22, at 4:30p.m. Dr. Dayna Brown, Wellness Center director and MSU 
associate professor of health, physical education and recreation, will be the instructor for both 
programs. 
Participants need only to provide their own nicotine patches or gum for the program 
which normally costs an additional $200. "This may be the only time the program will be 
offered at no charge," Dr. Brown said. 
Additional information and registration is available by calling (606) 783-2083. Early 
registration is encouraged because class size is limited. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Gerald DeMoss, dean of Morehead State University's College 
of Science and Technology, has been selected to serve on the NSF Committee, a subcommittee 
of the Kentucky Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR). 
The Committee is responsible for assisting with the dissemination of the NSF program 
activities and opportunities to colleagues, reviewing proposals and developing program priorities 
and policies. 
A faculty member at MSU since 1968, Dr. DeMoss received his bachelor's degree in 
biology and mathematics and master's degree in biology from the University and his Ph.D. 
degree in entomology from the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. He has served on the 
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GETTING INTO THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT AT MSU 
Morehead State University students began celebrating the holiday season with a tree lighting 
before leaving the campus for the winter break. The activities, sponsored by the Student 
Government Association and various student organizations, included a party for children, a visit 
from Santa Claus and snacks in addition to the lighting ceremony. As part of the program J.P. 
Bradley, Ashland freshman and SGA vice president for finance, with assistance from Erin 
Hughey, Cranberry Township, Penn., sophomore and SGA vice president for publicity, read a 
story in keeping with the holiday theme. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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GETTING INTO THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT AT MSU 
Morehead State University students began celebrating the holiday season with a tree lighting 
before leaving the campus for the winter break. The activities, sponsored by the Student 
Government Association and various student organizations, included a party for children, a visit 
from Santa Claus and snacks in addition to the lighting ceremony. At the party, Shelby Bond of 
Morehead, left, sat patiently to get her face painted by Kari Wilson, Milford, Ohio, freshman 
education major and a member of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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GETTING INTO THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT AT MSU 
Morehead State University students began celebrating the holiday season with a tree lighting 
before leaving the campus for the winter break. The activities, sponsored by the Student 
Government Association and various student organizations, included a party for children, a visit 
from Santa Claus and snacks in addition to the lighting ceremony. At the party, from left, Anna 
Akers, Raceland freshman nursing major, shared refreshments with Travis and Lance Blackburn 




(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Dec. 20 - Jan. 4 
Friday. Dec. 20 
4:30P.M. HOLIDAY BREAK BEGINS; Offices reopen Jan. 2, 8 a.m. 
Monday, Dec. 23 
606-783-2030 
7:30P.M. MEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs. Marion College, Academic-Athletic Center; 
ticket required. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Saturday, Dec. 28 
7:30P.M. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MSUvs. Wright State, Academic-Athletic Center; 
ticket required. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Thursday. Jan. 2 
8 A.M. OFFICES REOPEN FOLLOWING HOLIDAY BREAK. 
Saturday. Jan. 4 
5:30P.M. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU vs. Tennessee Tech University, 
Academic-Athletic Center; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
7:45P.M. MEN'S BASKETBALL: MSUvs. Tennessee Tech University, 
Academic-Athletic Center; admission charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
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Dec. 18, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MSU CELEBRATES 'HOLIDAYS PAST': A Picture Story 
From "Gingerbread Land" to "Christmas Tree Lane," Morehead State University's Adron 
Doran University Center was wreathed in memories of holidays past as nearly 400 University family 
members and friends gathered to celebrate the holiday season on Friday, Dec. 13. 
Sparkling lights and glowing candles, tinsel garlands and ice sculptures all combined to set 
the stage for a special evening of fellowship and friendship to be added to those memories of past 
holiday dinner parties. 
Even the dinner menu brought to mind the parties during the tenure offormer presidents. 
Guests dined on holiday salads of molded jello and the snowball surprise dessert from the Doran 
years, Beef Wellington from the Grote years and the seven layer cookie from the Norfleet years. 
Cutlines: 
!----Sampling a few of the hors d'oeuvres during the social hour were Dr. and Mrs. Ron Dobler, 
while other guests mingled in the background. 
2----MSU President and Mrs. Ronald G. Eaglin greeted many of the party-goers. Caught by the 
roving photographer were, from left, Bonnie Eaglin, state Sen.-elect Robert Stivers, his wife 
Nancy, their niece April Haight and Dr. Eaglin. 
3----Admiring a gingerbread village, complete with a model train, were Sister Mary Juanelle and 
Sister Jean Frances. 
4----Dressed in their holiday finery, more than 400 people enjoyed the visiting, dining and being 
entertained during the evening. 
5----Enjoying stories from holidays past were, from left, Jane Duncan, Betty Lake and Gene Norden. 
6----President and Mrs. Eaglin took advantage of the evening's family atmosphere to formally 
present their twin granddaughters to the community. Shown are, from left, Mrs. Eaglin holding 
Annemarie, Dr. Eaglin, their daughter Lori Kling holding Julia Lorraine, and the proud father 
Ryan Kling. 
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Dec. 20, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.-c-High school seniors in Morehead State University's 22-county service 
region are eligible to enter the University's lith annual U.S. Constitution Essay and Scholarship 
competition. 
Contest entrants may submit a 1,200 to 1,500 word essay on the topic "Is sexually offensive 
material on the Internet protected by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution?" 
Deadline for submission of essays is March 1, 1997, according to Dr. William C. Green, 
MSU professor of government and chair of the constitution committee. Entries must be typed, 
double-spaced and include not only the name of the student but also the sponsoring teacher and high 
school on the title page. 
The winner will be announced by April 1 and will receive the MSU Constitutional 
Scholarship valued at $1,500 for the 1997-98 year. The scholarship, renewable for three academic 
years, has a total value of$6,000. 
The competition is sponsored by MSU's Department of Geography, Government and History 
in cooperation with the Office ofFinancial Aid and Scholarships, Office of the Dean of the Caudill 
College of Humanities and Societas Pro Legibus, MSU's pre-law society. 
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Dec. 20, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Morehead State University juniors have been awarded a two-year 
Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship. 
Receiving the awards were Charles Shroll, son ofMr. and Mrs. John Shroll of Greenup, and 
John F. Riley, son of Vivian Sellards of Rush. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies, plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next two years. 
The MSU students will be conunissioned as second lieutenants in the U.S. Army upon 
graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
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Dec. 20, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---John F. Riley of Rush has been awarded a two-year Army Reserve 
Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies, plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next two years. 
The MSU junior will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Aimy upon 
graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
Riley is the son of Vivian Sellards. 
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Dec. 20, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Charles Shroll of Greenup has been awarded a two-year Army Reserve 
Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The scholarship will pay all tuition and most fees, according to Lt. Col. Brian K. Crotts, chair 
of the Department of Military Science. In addition, recipients receive an allotment for books and 
supplies plus a $150 monthly subsistence allowance during the next two years. 
The MSU junior will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army upon 
graduation and completion of the ROTC program. 
Shroll is the son ofMr. and Mrs. John Shroll. 
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SPECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS "GOOD NEWS" EDmON 
606-783-2030 
Launching planning for a year-long celebration of Morehead State University's 75th 
anniversary as a state institution of higher education ... construction of a new focal point for the 
campus ... completion of renovations to Lappin Hall.. .increases in first-time freshmen .... These are 
only a few ofMSU's "good news" highlights for the past year. 
A steering committee, chaired by Dr. Sue Luckey, professor of business education, has been 
working all year planning a wide variety of activities and events for the 75th anniversary celebration 
which officially gets under way on Founders Day 1997, April4, and continues through Founders Day 
1998, April3. 
A special 75th anniversary logo, designed by alumnus Joe Peck of Owingsville, will be used 
on publications, official documents, stationery and other anniversary memorabilia during the 
celebration. 
Additionally, a special limited edition calendar for 1997 and 1998, filled with historical 
photos, dates of historical significance and celebration events currently scheduled is being sold. 
Two weekends during the summer have been set aside, designated as "FUN' (Family 
University Nexus) weekends whereby alumni and other friends are invited to bring their families to 
the campus for formal and informal classes as well as recreational activities for all ages and to renew 
their ties with the University .. The dates are June 26-29 and July 31-Aug. 3. 
Nearing completion is a forty-foot bell tower, the gift ofRowan native Lucille C. Little. 
Designed to compliment the collegiate gothic architectural style ofMSU's historic district, theW. 
Paul and Lucille C. Little Bell Tower is the first phase of a proposed redesign of the central campus 
which was severely damaged in the May 1995 storm. The University anticipates that the tower will 
become a campus landmark for generations to come. 
The second phase of the Lappin Hall project, renovations to the older section of the 
University's science building were completed in time for the fall semester. The first phase was a 
35,000-square foot addition containing classroom/office space, modem animal care facilities and a 
chemical storage area. The projects were designed to modernize the science facility which was 




In other "bricks and mortar'' happenings, work began in mid-summer on renovations to the 
former Union Grocery Building on First Street to turn it into the new home of the Kentucky Folk Art 
Center, Inc. Phase I, expected to be completed this spring, include renovating the first floor space 
into a small auditorium for audio-visual display programs, an exhibition gallery, an exhibit area for 
the KFAC's permanent collection, reception/sales area and lobby. 
In an unusual town/gown partnership, MSU and St. Claire Medical Center teamed up to 
establish a child care center to benefit their employees, and, in the case ofMSU, students as well. 
The two agencies received $300,000 from the Appalachian Regional Commission as a two-year 
operating grant for the center. 
This was also the year for another unique venture between MSU and Prestonsburg 
Community College as the General Assembly authorized the building of a joint facility for the two 
schools. The project was hailed as the first such endeavor between a four-year state institution and a 
University ofKentucky community college. The complex will provide PCC with classroom/health 
education space and MSU with a new facility for its Big Sandy Extended Campus Center. 
The University's Wellness Center opened its doors this fall and, according to all accounts, is 
getting heavy usage with nearly 1,900 members of whom approximately 200 are faculty and staff. 
Students who pay a $10 wellness fee per semester may use the facility without additional charges, 
while faculty and staff who join are assessed a monthly fee based on salary. All members, however, 
must go through a fitness assessment before using the equipment. 
The University also divested itself of several pieces of surplus real estate which netted about 
$750,000 to be invested in the "Fund for Excellence" endowment with interest from the fund to be 
used for academic program enhancement. Besides the revenue for MSU, returning the property to 
the tax rolls will mean city and county governments, the health department, county school board and 
library board will divide at least $7,200 in new tax revenue next year. 
MSU officials were delighted this fall with the first results of a revamped student recruitment 
program. First-time freshman enrollment increased by nearly 12 percent, according to figures from 
the Office of Admissions. With total headcount enrollment for fall reported at 8,344, administrators 
voiced confidence that the University's enrollment decline had bottomed out. One of the 
University's extended campus centers, the Big Sandy ECC hit a milestone with more than 1,000 
students enrolled in courses there. Additionally, MSU saw increases in its out-of-state enrollment as 




In keeping with the University's goal of improving its student retention rate, MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin, whose professional background includes extensive work in this field, began 
sending short motivational messages to students each week via voice mail. 
On the academic side, several programs received good news: the two-year radiologic 
technology program had its accreditation extended through 2000, the B.S.N. degree program's 
accreditation extends through 20004, while the 1996 class graduating from the Veterinary 
Technology program achieved a 100 percent passage rate on the national examination. Two MSU 
faculty members, Dr. Rosemary Carlson, associate professor of finance, and Dr. Benjamin Malphrus, 
associate professor of science, were among the top I 0 finalists for the Acorn Award given by the 
Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education annually to faculty whose particular strength is in 
motivating students. 
Accreditation achievement was not limited to academic programs. MSU' s Office of Public 
Safety is one of only 16 law enforcement agencies in the state to meet the accreditation standards of 
the Kentucky Association of Chiefs of Police. 
Two fund raising activities deserve special notice. The fourth annual Spring Gala, "You 
Oughta be in Pictures," netted more than $50,000 for the University's academic programs, while 
WMKY, listener-supported public radio from MSU, ended its fall on-air campaign with the largest 
cash total in its history----approximately $18,500. 
Throughout the year, MSU recognized accomplishments of many individuals from the region 
as well as the campus. Honorary doctoral degrees were presented to former Gov. Brereton C. 
Jones, who demonstrated a sensitivity to the needs of the people and institutions of Eastern 
Kentucky; to Susie Halbleib, who with Dr. C. Louise Caudill did much to improve the health care for 
the region, and to Helen Price Stacy, who brought distinction to herself and the region as a 
journalist, poet, author, historian and artist. 
Other special friends ofMSU received recognition during the spring. The area between 
Ginger Hall and Rader Hall was designated as Crosthwait Plaza to honor Mr. and Mrs. Ted L. 
Crosthwait, his brother the late Harold Crosthwaite and his wife N oveal. Also, the College of 
Business honored Harold and Barbara White by naming the college's conference room for them. 
During the 1996 Founders Day activities, President Emeritus Adron Doran was honored as 
the recipient of the Founders Day Award for University Service. Also recognized as the Most 




Other FD award recipients included Bronelle Skaggs as the Volunteer Fund Raiser of the 
Year, Janet Ratliff as the Outstanding Faculty Fund Raiser, and Clara Keyes as the Outstanding Staff 
Fund Raiser. Inducted into the Alumni Hall of Fame for their accomplishments were James Booth, 
Eastern Kentucky coal operator and businessmen; Sylvia Lovely, Kentucky League of Cities 
director, and Gary W. Riley, a corporate executive. 
Recognition of outstanding efforts was given to a number ofMSU employees by their 
colleagues. Recipients of awards from their peers were Dr. Travis P. Lockhart, Distinguished 
Teacher; Jay Flippin, Distinguished Creative Production; Gene Caudill, Distinguished Staff Service, 
and Dr. Ted Pass II, Distinguished Faculty Service. 
Intercollegiate athletics also enjoyed a good year with the football team under Coach Matt 
Ballard going 6-4 for its first winning season since 1986. Other highlights included the OVC 
Championship earned by the men's cross country team under Coach Dan Lindsey who also was 
named OVC Coach of the Year, and the women's rifle team placing first in the OVC under Coach 
Hank Patton who was named OVC Coach of the Year. The women's basketball team's 3.31 GPA 
ranked sixth nationally in NCAA Division I schools, while the University's student athlete graduation 
rate continues to lead the OVC and ranks in the upper half of all NCAA schools. 
And MSU' s varsity cheerleaders brought home their 6th consecutive Division I title from the 
National College Cheerleading Championships, winning the competition seven out of the last nine 
times. They will defend their title again in early 1997. 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate ahd graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Libeny for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is John Allen Kidd of Honaker, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree. More than 
3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU's 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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A PROUD MSU DAD 
Among the more than 500 candidates whose degrees were conferred by Morehead State University 
President Ronald G. Eaglin at the University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement was Teresa Lynn 
Caudiii, who received the Master of Science degree. Beaming with fatherly pride as he hugs Caudiii 
is her father, Gene Caudiii, administrative superintendent with the University's Office of Physical 
Plant who also serves on MSU's Board of Regents as the staff representative. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
"Y au have the ability to touch a life and increase the value of it a thousandfold." That was the 
message from Cecilia Michelle Maggard of Vicco as she addressed Morehead State University's 
1996 winter graduates at commencement recently. Maggard, who received her B.A. degree in 
English with honors during the ceremony, was the student speaker. A crowd of more than 3,500 
friends, family and other well-wishers were on hand as honorary doctoral degrees also were 
conferred on Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is Garry Sapp ofLouisville, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree. More than 3,500 
friends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU' s Academic-
Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is Larry Coldiron, Jr. of Morehead, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree. More than 
3,500 friends, family and other well~wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU's 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving her diploma and congratulations from MSU President· 
Ronald G. Eaglin is Lynna Blevins of Morehead, who received her Bachelor of Arts degree. More 
than 3,500 mends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU's 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred dunng 
Morehead State Univer~ity's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is John Dowdy of Morehead, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree. More than 3,500 
friends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU' s Academic-
Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is Christopher Perry of Olive Hill, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree. More than 
3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU's 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent !996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving her diploma and congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin is Courtney Leigh Cieslak-Mullins of Morehead, who received her Bachelor of 
Arts degree. More than 3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held 
Dec. 14 in MSU' s Academic-Athletic Center. 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Wimer Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is Lonnie Layne Cook, Jr. of Louisa, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree. More 
than 3,500 friends; family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU' s 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving her diploma and congratulations from MSU President 
Ronald G. Eaglin is Kimberly Anne Jaeger of Naperville, lll., who received her Bachelor of Arts 
degree. More than 3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 
in MSU's Academic-Athletic Center. 
· (MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is Matthew Crum of Ashland, who received his/her Bachelor of Arts degree. More than 
3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU's 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is Harmon Leedy of David, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree. More than 3,500 
fiiends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU' s Academic-
Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and. congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is Brian Mullins of Robinson Creek, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree. More 
than 3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU's 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters ofKentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is Michael Scott Sears of Milford, Ohio, who received his Bachelor of Arts degree. More 
than 3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers attended the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU's 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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MSU WINTER COMMENCEMENT 
More than 500 undergraduate and graduate students were candidates for degrees conferred during 
Morehead State University's recent 1996 Winter Commencement. Honorary doctorates also were 
granted to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West Liberty for their achievements 
as "daughters of Kentucky." Receiving his diploma and congratulations from MSU President Ronald 
G. Eaglin is Mark Messer of Clearfield, formerly of Olive Hill, who received his Bachelor of 
Business Administration degree. More than 3,500 friends, family and other well-wishers attended 
the ceremony held Dec. 14 in MSU's Academic-Athletic Center. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 21, 1996 
• FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Morehead State University students were recently initiated into Pi 
Sigma Alpha national political science honor society. 
The new inductees were: 
*Amy Adams, Morehead senior government major. A member of the Women's Studies 
Advisory Committee, she is the daughter of Paul and Cheryl Prince. 
*Casey Jones, Banner junior government major. He is the son ofLarry Jones. 
*Chantez Shaver, Louisville senior. He is the son ofYovonne Shaver. 
*Shannon Dean Sexton, Grayson junior government major. Son of Floyd and Mary Sexton, 
he is a member of several organizations including the Student Government Association, Theta Chi 
Fraternity and the History Club. 
*Angela Marie Starks, LaGrange senior government/paralegal studies major. Daughter of 
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PI SIGMA ALPHA INDUCTS NEW MEMBERS 
Morehead State University's chapter ofPi Sigma Alpha national political science honor society 
recently held induction ceremonies for its new members. The initiates included, from left, Angela 
Marie Starks, LaGrange senior government/paralegal studies major and daughter of Connie Wilson; 
Shannon Dean Sexton, Grayson junior government major and son of Floyd and Mary Sexton, and 
Amy Adams, Morehead senior government major and daughter ofPaul and Cheryl Prince. Also 
inducted but not in the photo were Casey Jones, Banner junior government major and son of Larry 
Jones., and Chantez Shaver, Louisville senior and son of Yovonoe Shaver. 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) 
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Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Kentucky Gamma Chapter ofPi Gamma 
Mu international honor society recently inducted several new members. 
The inductees were: 
*Amy Denise Bruner, Catlettsburg senior. She is the daughter of Fred Bruner. 
*Dinah Faye Cantrell, Isonville junior social work major. She is the wife of Johnny R. 
Cantrell. 
*Susan Leigh Coburn, Grayson senior social work major. Co-chairperson of the Student 
Association of Social Workers' public relations committee, she is the daughter of Arnold A. Coburn. 
*Wilma Darlene Hamilton, Hindman senior social work major and a member of the social 
work honor society. She is the daughter of Joyce Fields. 
*Rodney D. Hoover, Mt. Olivet senior sociology major. He is the son ofElemeta and the 
late Escum Hoover. 
*Donal Ray Howard, Salyersville senior sociology/corrections major. He is the son of 
Teresa A. Howard. 
*Robert Ison, West Liberty senior sociology major. He is the husband ofLeah Ison. 
* Judith W. Patrick, Paintsville senior. She is the wife ofRobert Patrick. 
.. *Brent Monroe Pergram, Owingsville senior government/history major. He is the son of 
Barbara Kay Pergram. 
*Cheryl Marie Prince; Morehead senior social work major. She is a member of the social 
work honor society and a parent teacher organization. 
*Edra Ratliff, Pikeville senior psychology major. A member of the Psi Chi honor society, 
she is the wife of J. C. Ratliff. 
*Tina Bayes Ratliff, Sandy Hook senior psychology/social work major. She is the wife of 
Kelvin D. Ratliff. 
*Amy Lee Smith, Cannel City senior sociology major (criminology emphasis). She is the 




*Catherine Gene Weathers, Prestonsburg senior psychology major and daughter of Gene 
and Linda Weathers. A resident advisor, she is a member of the Phi Sigma Pi honor society. 
Pi Gamma Mu encourages excellence in the social sciences among undergraduate and 
graduate students. The chapter's activities encourage intellectual development and leadership and 
high standard of conduct. 
Dr. Edward F. Breschel and Dr. Rebecca S. Katz, assistant professors of sociology, are the 
group's advisers. 
The MSU chapter ofPi Gamma Mu was founded in 1969 by Margaret D. Patton, associate 
professor emeritus of sociology. She and Lola Crosthwaite, associate professor emeritus of social 
work, have served as consultants for the organization which has received numerous awards 
throughout its history. 
#### 
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PI GAMMA MU INDUCTEES AT MSU 
Morehead State University' sKentucky Gamma Chapter of Pi Gamma Mu recently held an initiation 
program for new members. Those initiates attending the program included front row, from left, 
Catherine Weathers, Prestonsburg senior psychology major and daughter of Gene and Linda 
Weathers; Tina Bays Ratliff, Sandy Hook senior psychology major/social work minor and wife of 
Kelvin D. Ratliff; Cheryl M. Prince, Morehead senior social work major, and Dinah F. Cantrell, 
lsonviUe senior social work major and wife of Johnny R. Cantrell. Back row, from left, Amy Smith, 
Cannel City senior sociology major (criminology emphasis) and wife of Dean Smith; Edra Chaney 
Ratliff, Pikeville senior psychology major and wife of J.C. Ratliff; Robert Ison, West Liberty senior 
sociology major and husband of Leah Ison; Rodney D. Hoover, Mt. Olivet senior sociology major 
and son ofElemeta and the late Escum Hoover, and Brent Pergram, Owingsville senior and son of 
~ 
Barbara KayPergram. ~~ ~ 
(MSU photo by Tim Holbrook) /Ju....u-1~  
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Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
ASHLAND, Ky.----Registration for spring 1997 classes at Morehead State University's 
Ashland Area Extended Campus Center and those offered at Raceland Independent High School will 
be conducted from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 16-17, at the center. Classes begin 
Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
Nearly 50 undergraduate and graduate courses will be available this spring at the center as 
well as another 12 to be offered via distance learning at Raceland Independent, according to Jack 
Webb, center director. Traditional, compressed video and Internet courses will be offered at the 
center. 
Among the areas represented are business, education, art, government, geography, history, 
health, music, science, speech, social work and sociology. Also available are courses designed for 
registered nurses working toward their B.S.N. degrees. 
Textbooks for the courses will be on sale at the Ashland AreaECC, 1401 Winchester 
Avenue. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level for 
all students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling Webb at (606) 
327-1777locally or toll-free at 800-648-5370. 
#### 
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MSU/ Ashland Area Classes 
Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
10 sec 
A NUMBER OF COURSES ARE AVAILABLE FROM MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY TillS SPRING AT THE ASHLAND AREA 
EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTER AND NOW AT RACELAND 
INDEPENDENT HIGH SCHOOL ALSO. REGISTRATION IS JAN. 16-17 
WITH CLASSES BEGINNING JAN. 21. FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL THE CENTER LOCALLY AT 327-1777 OR TOLL-FREE FROM 
THE TRI-STATE AT 800-648-5370. 
#### 
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Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.----Morehead State University will conduct registration on Thursday 
and Friday, Jan. 16-17, for its spring 1997 classes to be offered at the Big Sandy Extended Campus 
Center and South Floyd High School. 
Students may register from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. both days at the Big Sandy ECC for classes 
offered at both Floyd County sites. Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
More than 90 undergraduate and graduate courses will be available this spring for area 
residents, according to Dr. Margaret Lewis, center director. Among the areas represented are art, 
business, criminology, education, geography, govermnent, history, health, math, music, nursing, 
physical education, paralegal studies, sociology, speech and social work. 
Many of the classes at the center and all of those at South Floyd HS will be taught by 
distance learning technology, including on the Internet. Textbooks for the courses will be available 
at the Big Sandy Center. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level for 
all students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling Dr. Lewis locally at 
(606) 886-2405 or toll-free at 800-648-5372. 
#### 
PSA INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS -----JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Big Sandy Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
A NUMBER OF CLASSES, INCLUDING SEVERAL TAUGHT VIA 
DISTANCE LEARNING, ARE AVAILABLE TillS SPRING AT MSU' S 
BIG SANDY EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTER AS WELL AS AT SOUTH 
FLOYD IllGH SCHOOL. REGISTRATION WILL BE THURSDAY AND 
FRIDAY, JAN. 16-17, AT THE CENTER WITH CLASSES BEGINNING 
TUESDAY, JAN. 21. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE CENTER 
LOCALLY AT (606) 886-2405 OR TOLL-FREE AT 800-648-5372. 
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Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
FLEMINGSBURG, Ky.---Morehead State University will use distance learning technology 
to offer nine courses to Fleming County area residents this spring at Simons Middle School. The 
classes will be taught either by interactive compressed video or on the Internet. 
Courses in business, education and science will be available. 
The schedule includes: 
ECON 600, Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
EDEE 323, Language Arts for Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., Mondays. 
EDEL 301, Media Strategies, 4:15 to 5:45p.m., Tuesdays. 
EDSP 370, Assessment of Students with Moderate and Severe Disabilities, 7:10 to 
9:50p.m., Thursdays. 
FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
MNGT 667, Women & Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
SCI 690, Advanced Science for the Elementary Teacher, 4:15 to 6:55 p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
Interested undergraduate and graduate students may register for these classes on the main 
campus from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 16 and 17, or from 4 to 6 p.m. at 
Maysville Community College on Thursday, Jan. 16. Classes begin on Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
Tlie cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level for 
all students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling MSU's Office of 
Graduate and Extended Campus Programs at (606) 783-2605. 
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Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
10 sec 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY Wll-L BRING NINE COURSES TO 
FLEMING COUNTY AREA RESIDENTS USING DISTANCE 
LEARNING TECHNOLOGY. CLASSES WinCH BEGIN TUESDAY, 
JAN. 21, WILL MEET AT SIMONS MIDDLE SCHOOL. 
REGISTRATION IS JAN. 16cl7. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
MSU'S OFFICE OF GRADUATE AND EXTENDED CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS AT (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
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Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
JACKSON, Ky.----Morehead State University will offer several undergraduate and 
graduate classes here for area students this spring. Registration will be conducted from 4 to 
6 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 16, at the MSU Office on the lees College Campus of Hazard 
Community College. 
MSU-Jackson is located at 1170 Main Street in the former Bach Building. 
Classes, which begin Tuesday, Jan. 21, will be taught traditionally, by compressed video 
and on the Internet. Among the areas represented in the course listings are business, education, 
geography, history, music, physical education, sociology and speech. Also available are courses 
designed for registered nurses working toward their B.S.N. degree. 
Textbooks for the classes will be available at the lees bookstore. 
The spring schedule includes: 
ACCT 490, Cost Accounting II, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays. (Pre-requisite: Accounting 390). 
BEOS 321, Business Communications, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Tuesdays, Thursdays 
and Fridays. 
ECON 350, Microeconomics, 1 to 3:40p.m., Saturdays. (Pre-requisites: ECON 202 









Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
Learning Theories and Practices in Early Elementary, 6 to 8:40p.m., 
Mondays 
Literature and Materials for Young Readers, 3 to 5:40p.m., Mondays. 
Advanced Human Growth and Development, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Discipline and Classroom Management, 1:50 to 3:50p.m., Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. · 
Fiction Writing, 6 to 8:40 p.m., Thursdays. 
Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
World Geography, 3 to 5:40p.m., Wednesdays. 




MNGT 602, Survey of Quantitative Analysis and Statistics, 3:45 to 6:25p.m., Fridays. 
MNGT 612, Organizational Theory, 9 to 11:40 a.m., Saturdays. 
MNGT 620, Quantitative Business Analysis, 7 to 9:40p.m., Mondays. 
(Pre-requisites: MATH 160 and MATH 354) 











Women and Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
Business Policy and Strategy, 7 to 9:40p.m., Thursdays. 
African American Music, 7:20 to lO:OOp.m., Wednesdays. 
Introduction to Nursing Research, 4:30 to 7:10p.m., Wednesdays. 
Concepts and Theories Basic to Professional Nursing for the R.N. Track 
Student, 6:40 to 9:10p.m., Fridays. 
Movement Exploration, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
Family Dynamics, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Oral Communications, 4 to 6:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Business and Professional Speech, 4 to 6:40p.m., Mondays. 
Group Discussion, 4 to 6:40p.m., Thursdays. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level 
for all students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or 
not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling MSU-Jackson 
locally at (606) 666-2800 or toll-free at 800-729-5225. 
#### 
PSA INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS -----JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU-Jackson Courses 
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: ·REGISTRATION FOR MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SPRING 
CLASS OFFERINGS FOR AREA STUDENTS WILL BE HELD FROM 
4 TO 6 P.M. ON 1HURSDAY, JAN. 16, ON TIIE LEES COLLEGE 
CAMPUS OF HAZARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE AT TIIE MSU 
OFFICE, LOCATED AT 1170 MAIN STREET (FORMERLY TIIE 
BACH BUILDING). CLASSES BEGIN JAN. 21. FOR ADDITIONAL 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
LOUISA, Ky.----Morehead State University will use distance learning technology to offer 
11 classes to area residents this spring at Louisa Middle School as well as a traditionally-taught 
course in pathophysiology. 
Courses will be available in the areas of business, education and science. The spring 
schedule includes: 
BIOL 336, Pathophysiology, 4:30 to 8:45p.m., Mondays. 
Pre-requisites: BIOL 232, BIOL 217 and CHEM 201. 
ECON 600, Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
EDEC 637, Early Childhood Education, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
EDEL 301, Media Strategies, 4:15 to 5:45p.m., Tuesdays. 
EDIL 632A, Instructional Leader/Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., Wednesdays. 
EDIL 632B, Instructional Leader/Middle School, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., Wednesdays. 
EDIL 632C, Instructional Leader/Secondary School, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., Wednesdays. 
EDSE 634, Secondary School Curriculum, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Mondays. 
EDSP 370, Assessment of Student with Moderate and Severe Disabilities, 7:10 to 
9:50p.m., Thursdays. 
FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
SCI 690, Advanced Science for the Elementary Teacher, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., 
Wednesdays 
Interested undergraduate and graduate students may register for these classes at the 
Ashland Area Extended Campus Center, 1401 Winchester Avenue, Ashland, from 8 a.m. to 
6 p.m. Thursday and Friday, Jan. 16-17. Classes begin on Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level 
for all students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or 
not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling MSU's Office 
of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs at (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
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Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16 
10 sec 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL BRING SEVERAL CLASSES 
. 
TO LOUISA RESIDENTS TillS SPRING VIA DISTANCE LEARNING 
AND TRADITIONAL TEACHING METHODS. CLASSES WILL MEET 
AT LOUISA MIDDLE SCHOOL BEGINNING JAN. 21. 
REGISTRATION IS JAN. 16-17. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
MSU'S OFFICE OF GRADUATE AND EXTENDED CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS AT (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
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Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WEST LffiERTY, Ky.---Registration for spring 1997 classes at Morehead State University's 
Licking Valley Extended Campus Center will be held from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, 
Jan. 16-17 at the center. Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
More than 50 courses, undergraduate and graduate, will be available, including several taught 
via distance learning. Among the areas represented on the schedule are art, business, computers, 
criminology, education, geography, government, history, health,, music, nursing, sociology, Spanish, 
speech and social work. 
Textbooks for the courses will be on sale at the Licking Valley Center. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level for 
all students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling Dr. Jonell Tobin, 
center director, locally at (606) 743-1500 or toll-free at 800-648-5371. 
#### 
~5~------------------------------------~IN~S~T~IT~U~TI~O~N~AL~R~E=~~TI~O~N=S 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Licking Valley Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
A NUMBER OF CLASSES, INCLUDING SEVERAL OFFERED VIA 
DISTANCE LEARNING, WILL BE TAUGHT THIS SPRING AT MSU'S 
LICKING VALLEY EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTER. REGISTRATION 
IS JAN. 16-17 AT THE CENTER, WITH CLASSES STARTING 
TUESDAY, JAN. 21. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE CENTER 
LOCALLY AT (606) 743-1500 OR TOLL-FREE AT 800-648-5371. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MAYSVILLE, Ky .---Morehead State University will offer several courses here this spring for 
Maysville area residents. Registration will be from 4 to 6 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 16, at Maysville 
Community College. Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
Areas represented in the course listings include business, education, music and speech. Also 
available will be classes designed for registered nurses working toward their B.S.N. degree. 
Many of the classes will be taught through distance learning technology at Mason County High 
School, while other classes will be taught at the community college. 
Textbooks for all courses will be on sale at MCC's bookstore. 
The spring schedule includes: 
ECON 600, Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
EDEL 632, Elementary School Curriculum, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
EDIL 628, Public School Law, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
MNGT 602, Survey of Quantitative Analysis and Statistics, 3:45 to 6:25p.m., Fridays. 
MNGT 612, Organizational Theory, 9 to 11:40 a.m., Saturdays. 
(Pre-requisites: MNGT 301, MNGT 304 and MNGT 500.) 
MNGT 620, Quantitative Business Analysis, 7 to 9:40p.m., Mondays. 
MNGT 630, Managerial Communications, 7 to 9:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
MNGT 691, Business Policy and Strategy, 7 to 9:40p.m., Thursdays. 
MUSH 364, African American Music, 7:20 to 10 p.m., Wednesdays. 
NURB 361, Introduction to Nursing Research, 4:30 to 7:10p.m., Wednesdays. 
NURB 365, Concepts and Theories Basic to Professional Nursing for the R.N. Track 
Student, 6:40 to 9:10p.m., Fridays. 
SPCH 300, Oral Communications, 4 to 6:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
SPCH 370, Business and Professional Speech, 4 to 6:40p.m., Mondays. 
SPCH 383, Group Discussion, 4 to 6:40p.m., Thursdays. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level for all 
students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained locally by calling Jennifer 
Gilligan at (606) 759-7549 or from MSU's Office of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs, (606) 
783-2605. 
#### 
PSA INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS -----JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 






Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
10 sec 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY IS OFFERING A NUMBER OF 
COURSES TinS SPRING IN MAYSVILLE FOR AREA STUDENTS. 
SEVERAL WILL BE TAUGHT BY DISTANCE LEARNING 
METHODS, INCLUDING ON THE INTERNET. REGISTRATION IS 
THURSDAY, JAN. 16, FROM 4 TO 6 P.M. AT MAYSVILLE 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE. FOR ADDmONAL INFORMATION, 
CALL JENNIFER GILliGAN AT (606) 759-7549. 
#### 
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Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MT. STERLING, Ky.--Morehead State University will offer 17 undergraduate and graduate 
level courses here this spring for area students. Many of the classes will be taught using distance 
learning technologies of compressed video and Internet. 
Registration will be conducted from 4 to 6 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 16, at McNabb Middle 
School, where classes will be held, beginning Tuesday, Jan. 21. 


















Cost Accounting II, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Fridays. 
Business Communications, 11:30 a.m., to 12:30 p.m., Tuesdays, Thursdays, 
and Fridays 
Principles of Economics I, 5 to 7:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
Microeconomics, 1 to 3:40 p.m., Saturdays. 
Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
Media Strategies, 4:15 to 5:45p.m., Tuesdays. 
School Finance and Business Administration, 5 to 7:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Composition II, 6 to 8:.40 p.m., Mondays. 
Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
Survey of Quantitative Analysis and Statistics, 3:45 to 6:25p.m., Fridays. 
Organizational Theory, 9 to 11:40 a.m., Saturdays. 
(Pre-requisites: MNGT 301, MNGT 304 and MNGT 500.) 
Quantitative Business Analysis, 7 to 9:40p.m., Mondays. 
Managerial Communications, 7 to 9:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
Women and Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
Business Policy and Strategy, 7 to 9:40p.m., Thursdays. 
Advanced Science for the Elementary Teacher, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Wednesdays 
Social Work Practicum-Health Care 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level for all 
students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling Louise Summers 
locally at (606) 497-8784 or MSU's Office of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs at (606) 
783-2605. 
#### 
PSA INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS -----JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Mt. Sterling Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL OFFER 17 EVENING 
CLASSES IN MT. STERliNG TillS SPRING FOR AREA STUDENTS. 
MANY OF THE CLASSES wiLL BE TAUGHT VIA DISTANCE 
LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES. REGISTRATION WILL BE FROM 4 
TO 6 P.M. ON THURSDAY, JAN. 16TH, AT MCNABB MIDDLE 
SCHOOL. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL LOUISE SUMMERS 
AT (606) 497-8784 OR MSU AT (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
12-21-96jy 
N~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
OWINGSVILLE, Ky.---Morehead State University will use distance learning technology to 
offer five courses to Bath County area residents this spring at Bath County High School. The classes 
will be taught either by compressed video or on the Internet. 
Course areas represented include business and education. 
The schedule for spring includes: 
ECON 600, Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
EDEC 637, Early Childhood Education, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
EDEE 323, Language Arts for Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., Mondays. 
FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
Interested students may register for these classes on the main campus from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 16-17, or from 4 to 6 p.m. at McNabb Middle School inMt. Sterling 
on Thursday, Jan. 16. Classes begin on Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level for 
all students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling MSU's Office of 
Graduate and Extended Campus Programs at (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
Ps ~----------------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_TI_O_N_AL __ RE_LA __ TI_O_N_S A JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Owingsville Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL BRING FIVE COURSES TO 
BATH COUNTY RESIDENTS USING DISTANCE LEARNING 
TECHNOLOGY. CLASSES BEGIN TUESDAY, JAN. 21ST. · 
REGISTRATION IS JAN. 16-17. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
MSU'S OFFICE OF GRADUATE AND EXTENDED CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS AT (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
12-21-96jy 
N~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
PIKEVILLE, Ky.---Pikeville area students will have several Morehead State University 
graduate course, including many using distance learning technology, available to them this spring 
through the Appalachian Graduate Consortium at Pikeville College. 
Also scheduled are two courses designed for registered nurses working toward their 
B.S.N. degree. 
Registration will be conducted from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 16-17, 
at Pikeville College. Classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
Classes offered through distance learning will meet at Pike County Central High School, 
except for nursing and graduate level business courses which will meet at the Big Sandy 
Telecommuting Services, located on the fourth floor of Trans Financial Bank in Pikeville. 
Non-distance learning classes will be taught at the college. Textbooks for all courses will 
be on sale at Pikeville College's bookstore. 
The spring schedule includes: 
ECON 600, Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
EDEL 632, Elementary School Curriculum, 6 to 8:40p.m., Thursdays. 
EDEL 680, History and Philosophy of Education, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
EDF 600, Research Methods in Education, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
EDGC 667, Group Counseling, 6 to 8:40p.m., Mondays. 
EDIL 630, School-Community Relations, 6 to 8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
EDIL 632A, Instructional Leader of School/Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
EDIL 632B, Instructional Leader of School/Middle School, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
EDIL 632C, Instructional Leader of School/Secondary School, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
EDSE 634, Secondary School Curriculum, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Mondays. 





FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
IDS 599, Special Class, 6 to 8:40p.m., Wednesdays. 
MATII595, Topics in Math Curriculum-Special Education Endorsement, 6 to 
8:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
MNGT 602, Survey of Quantitative Analysis and Statistics, 3:45 to 6:25p.m., Fridays. 
MNGT 612, Organizational Theory, 9 to 11:40 a.m., Saturdays. 
(Pre-requisites: MNGT 301, MNGT 304 and MNGT 500). 
MNGT 620, · Quantitative Business Analysis, 7 to 9:40p.m., Mondays. 
MNGT 630, Managerial Communications, 7 to 9:40p.m., Tuesdays. 
MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
MNGT 691, Business Policy and Strategy, 7 to 9:40p.m., Thursdays. 
NURB 361, Introduction to Nursing Research, 4:30 to 7:10p.m., Wednesdays. 
NURB 365, Concepts and Theories Basic to Professional Nursing for the R.N. Track 
Student, 6:40 to 9:10p.m., Fridays. 
SCI 690, Advanced Science for the Elementary Teacher, 4:15 to 6:55 p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level 
for all students taking classes at MSU' s regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or 
not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling MSU's Office 
of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs at (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
Ps, &-=-___________________ IN_S_T_IT_U_TI_O_N_AL_R_E_LA_TI_O_N_S A JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Pikeville Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: A NUMBER OF CLASSES, MANY TAUGHT VIA DISTANCE 
LEARNING, WILL BE AVAILABLE THIS SPRING FROM 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY THROUGH THE APPALACHIAN 
GRADUATE CONSORTIUM AT PIKEVILLE COLLEGE. 
REGISTRATION IS JAN. 16-17 AT THE COLLEGE. FOR MORE 
INFORMATION CALL MSU'S OFFICE OF GRADUATE AND 
EXTENDED CAMPUS PROGRAMS AT (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
12-21-96jy 
N~~~------------------------------------1-N_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_I_O_N_S JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
SALYERSVILLE, Ky.---Morehead State University will offer a variety of graduate and 
undergraduate courses in business and education via distance learning this spring at Magoffm 
County High School. 
Students may register at either MSU's Big Sandy Extended Campus Center in 
Prestonsburg of the Licking Valley Extended Campus Center in West Liberty. Registration will 
be conducted from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 16-17, with classes starting 
Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
The spring schedule includes: 
ECON 600, Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
EDEC 637, Early Childhood Education, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
EDEE 323, Language Arts for Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., Mondays. 
EDIL 632A, Instructional Leader of School/Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
EDIL 632B, Instructional Leader of School/Middle School, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., 
Wednesdays. 




Secondary School Curriculum, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Mondays. 
Assessment of Students with Moderate and Severe Disabilities, 7:10 to 
9:50p.m., Thursdays. 
FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level 
for all students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or 
not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling MSU's Office 
of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs at (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
PSA INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS -----JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU classes 
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: . TIIROUGH DISTANCE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY, MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY WILL OFFER A NUMBER OF CLASSES AT 
MAGOFFIN COUNTY IDGH SCHOOL TillS SPRING. STUDENTS 
MAY REGISTER AT MSU'S EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTERS IN 
PRESTONSBURG OR WEST LIBERTY ON JAN. 16-17. CLASSES 
BEGIN TUESDAY, JAN. 21. FORMOREINFORMATIONCALL 
MSU'S OFFICE OF GRADUATE AND EXTENDED CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS AT (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
12-21-96jy 
N~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
VANCEBURG, Ky.---Morehead State University will use distance learning technology to 
offer several business and education courses to Lewis County area residents this spring. The 
classes will be taught at Lewis County High School either through compressed video or on the 
Internet. 
The spring schedule includes: 
ECON 600, Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
EDEC 637, Early Childhood Education, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
EDEE 323, Language Arts in Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., Mondays. 
EDIL 632A, Instructional Leader of School/Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m. 
Wednesdays. 
EDIL 632B, Instructional Leader of School/Middle School, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
EDIL 632C, Instructional Leader of School/Secondary School, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., 
Wednesdays. 
EDSE 634, Secondary School Curriculum, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Mondays. 
EDSP 370, Assessment of Students with Moderate and Severe Disabilities, 7:10 to 
9:50p.m., Thursdays. 
FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
Interested students may register for these classes at Maysville Community College from 
4 to 6 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 16, or from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. at MSU's Ashland Area Extended 
Campus Center, 1401 Winchester Avenue, Ashland, on Thursday and Friday, Jan. 16-17. 
Classes begin on Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level 
for all students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or 
not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling MSU's Office 
of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs at (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
Ps ~----------------~----------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_RE_LA __ TI_O_N_S A JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1669 606-763-2030 
SUBJECT: MSU/Lewis County Classes 
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
TIME: 10 sec 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL BRING A NUMBER OF 
COURSES TO LEWIS COUNTY AREA RESIDENTS USING 
DISTANCE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY. CLASSES, WHICH BEGIN 
TUESDAY, JAN. 21ST, WILL MEET AT THE LEWIS COUNTY lllGH 
SCHOOL. REGISTRATION IS JAN. 16-17. FOR INFORMATION ON 
WHERE YOU CAN REGISTER CALL MSU'S OFFICE OF GRADUATE 
AND EXTENDED CAMPUS PROGRAMS AT (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
12-21-96jy 
N~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WHITESBURG, Ky.---Morehead State University will offer several graduate and 
undergraduate courses this spring for Whitesburg area residents through distance learning 
technology. 
Registration will be conducted from 4 to 6 p.m. at Whitesburg Middle School on 
Thursday, Jan. 16, with classes beginning Tuesday, Jan. 21. All but one class will meet at 
Whitesburg High School, while EDIL 632A will meet at Whitesburg Middle School. 
The spring schedule includes: 
ECON 600, Survey of Economics, INTERNET Only. 
EDEC 637, Early Childhood Education, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Thursdays. 
EDEE 323, Language Arts for Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m., Mondays. 
EDIL 632A, Instructional Leader of School/Early Elementary, 7:10 to 9:50p.m. 
Wednesdays. 
EDIL 632B, Instructional Leader of School/Middle School, 7:10 to 9:50p.m. 
Wednesdays. 
EDIL 632C, Instructional Leader of School/Secondary School, 7:10 to 9:50p.m. 
Wednesdays. 
EDSE 634, Secondary School Curriculum, 4:15 to 6:55p.m., Mondays. 
EDSP 370, Assessment of Students with Moderate and Severe Disabilities, 7:10 to 
9:50p.m., Thursdays. 
FIN 660, Financial Management, INTERNET Only. 
MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management, INTERNET Only. 
The cost per credit hour is $88 at the undergraduate level and $127 at the graduate level 
for all students taking classes at MSU's regional sites, whether they are Kentucky residents or 
not. 
Specific information on classes or registration may be obtained by calling Truman 
Halcomb locally at (606) 633-5014 or MSU's Office of Graduate and Extended Campus 
Programs at (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
PSA INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS ------------=== JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 






Jan. 2 thru Jan. 16, 1997 
!Osee 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL OFFER SEVERAL CLASSES 
TillS SPRING IN WIDTESBURG FOR AREA RESIDENTS. 
REGISTRATION WILL BE FROM 4 TO 6 P.M. AT WIDTESBURG 
MIDDLE SCHOOL ON THURSDAY, JAN. 16. CLASSES BEGIN 
TUESDAY, JAN. 21ST. FOR ADDffiONAL INFORMATION CALL 
TRUMAN HALCOMB AT (606) 633-5014 OR MSU AT (606) 783-2605. 
#### 
12-21-96jy 
N~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Morgan County area residents the opportunity to participate in 17 upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester -- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Classes ranging from Oral Communications, an undergraduate course, to Organizational 
Theory, a graduate course in management, will be offered at the MSU Licking Valley Extended 
Campus Center in West Liberty, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance 
Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing and business administration through distance learning technologies." 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 
The compressed video schedule for Morgan County is: 
Day Time Course 
M, W, F(l) (11:30am- !2:30pm) ACCT 490 
T, 1H, F(2) (11:30am- !2:30pm) BEOS 321 
Monday (4:00pm -6:40pm) SPCH 370 
Monday (7:00pm- 9:40pm) MNGT 620 
Tuesday (4:00pm- 6:40pm) SPCH 300 
Tuesday (7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 630 
Wednesday (4:30pm- 7:10pm) NURB 361 
Wednesday (7:20pm - !O:OOpm) MUSH 364 
Thursday (4:00pm- 6:40pm) SPCH 383 
Thursday (7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 691 
Friday (3:45pm - 6:25pm) MNGT 602 
Cost Accounting II 
Business Communication 
Business and Professional Speech 




History of African-American Music 
Group Discussion 
Business Policy and Strategy 
Survey of Quantitative Analysis & 
Statistics 
Friday (6:40pm- 9:10pm) NURB 365 Concepts & Theories Basic to 
Professional Nursing 
Saturday (9:00am- 11:40am) MNGT 612 Organizational Theory 
Saturday (1:00pm- 3:40pm) ECON 350 Microeconornic Theory 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
N~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---lnnovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Letcher County area residents the opportunity to participate in nine upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester-- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Graduate and undergraduate education will be offered at Whitesburg High School in 
Whitesburg, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing, business administration, and elementary education through distance 
learning technologies. " 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at ( 606) 
783-2039. 






















Secondary School Curriculum 
Language Arts for Early Elementary 
Workshop: Legal Issues in Sports 
Instructional Leader of the School 
with Field Experience 
Early Childhood Education 
Assessment of Students with 
Moderate and Severe Disabilities 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
N~~~.-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_ELA __ T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Floyd County area residents the opportunity to participate in 10 upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester-- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Graduate and undergraduate education classes will be offered at South Floyd High School 
in Hi Hat, said Dr. Autunm Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing, business administration, and elementary education through distance 
learning technologies. " 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 





















(4:15pm- 6:55pm) EDEC 637 
(7:10pm- 9:50pm) EDSP 370 
Secondary School Curriculum 
Language Arts for Early Elementary 
Media Strategies 
Workshop: Legal Issues in Sports 
Advanced Science for the Elementary 
School Teacher 
Early Childhood Education 
Assessment of Students with 
Moderate and Severe Disabilities 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
~~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ Sn JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Greenup County area residents the opportunity to participate in 11 upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester -- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Graduate and undergraduate education classes will be offered at Raceland-Worthington 
Independent High School in Raceland, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of 
Distance Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing, business administration, and elementary education through distance 
learning technologies. n 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 
The compressed video schedule for Greenup County is: 
Day Time Course 
Monday (4:15pm- 6:55pm) EDSE634 Secondary School Curriculum 
Monday (7:10pm- 9:50pm) EDEE323 Language Arts for Early Elementary 
Tuesday (4:15pm- 5:45pm) EDEL301 Media Strategies 
Tuesday (6:00pm - 8:40pm) PHE599 Workshop: Legal Issues in Sports 
Wednesday (4:15pm- 6:55pm) SCI 690 Advanced Science for the Elementary 
School Teacher 
Wednesday (7:10pm- 9:50pm) EDIL632 Instructional Leader of the School 
with Field Experience 
Thursday (4:15pm- 6:55) EDEC 637 Early Childhood Education 
Thursday (7:10pm- 9:50pm) EDSP 370 Assessment of Students with Moderate 
and Severe Disabilities 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
~~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ Sn JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Pike County area residents the opportunity to participate in 12 upper-level college courses during 
the Spring 1997 semester-- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Classes ranging from education to management will be offered at Pike County Central 
High School in Pikeville, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance Education 
director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing and business administration through distance learning technologies." 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 
The compressed video schedule for Pike County is: 
Day Time Course 
Monday (4:15- 6:55pm) EDSE634 Secondary School Curriculum 
Monday (7:00pm- 9:40pm) MNGT620 . Quantitative Business Analysis 
Tuesday (6:00pm - 8:40pm) PHED599 Workshop: Legal Issues in Sports 
Wednesday (4:15pm- 6:55pm) SCI 690 Advanced Science for the Elementary 
School Teacher 
Wednesday (7:10pm- 9:50pm) EDll.. 632 Instructional Leader of the School 
with Field Experience 
Thursday (7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT691 Business Policy and Strategy 
Friday (3:45pm- 6:25pm) MNGT602 Survey of Quantitative Analysis and 
Statistics 
Friday (6:40pm- 9:10pm) NURB365 Teaching & Learning in Health Care 
Saturday (9:00am- 11:40am) MNGT612 Organizational Theory 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
N~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Floyd.County area residents the opportunity to participate in 17 upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester-- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Classes ranging from Oral Communications, an undergraduate course, to Organizational 
Theory, a graduate course in management, will be offered at the MSU Big Sandy Extended 
Campus Center in Prestonsburg, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance 
Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning enviromnent via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing and business administration through distance learning technologies. " 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 
The compressed video schedule for Floyd County is: 
Day Time Course 
M, W, F(l) (!1:30am- !2:30pm) ACCT 490 
T, Til, F(2) (!1:30am- !2:30pm) BEOS 321 
Monday (4:00pm - 6:40pm) SPCH 370 
Monday (7:00pm - 9:40pm) :MNGT 620 
Tuesday (4:00pm - 6:40pm) SPCH 300 
Tuesday (7:00pm - 9:40pm) :MNGT 630 
Wednesday (4:30pm- 7:10pm) NURB 361 
Wednesday (7:20pm - !O:OOpm) MUSH 364 
Thursday (4:00pm - 6:40pm) SPCH 383 
Thursday (7:00pm - 9:40pm) :MNGT 691 
Friday (3:45pm - 6:25pm) :MNGT 602 
Cost Accounting ll 
Business Communication 
Business and Professional· Speech 




History of African-American Music 
Group Discussion 
Business Policy and Strategy 
Survey of Quantitative Analysis & 
Statistics 
Friday (6:40pm- 9:10pm) NURB 365 Concepts & Theories Basic to 
Professional Nursing 
Saturday (9:00am- 11:40am) :MNGT 612 Organizational Theory 
Saturday (1:00pm- 3:40pm) ECON 350 Microeconomic Theory 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660. Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
N~-~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Montgomery County area residents the opportunity to participate in 12 upper-level college 
courses during the Spring 1997 semester -- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Classes ranging from accounting to education will be offered at McNabb Middle School in 
Mt. Sterling, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing and business administration through distance learning technologies." 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 
The compressed video schedule for Montgomery County is: 
Day 
M, W, F(l) 









(!1:30am- !2:30pm) ACCT 490 
(!1:30am- !2:30pm) BEOS 321 
(7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 620 
(7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 630 
(4:15pm- 6:55pm) SCI 690 
(7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 691 
(3:35pm- 6:30pm) MNGT 602 
(9:00am- 11:40am) MNGT 612 
(1:00pm- 3:40pm) ECON 350 
Cost Accounting ll 
Business Communication 
Quantitative Business Analysis 
Managerial Communications 
Advanced Science for the Elementary 
School Teacher 
Business Policy & Strategy 




The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
~~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ Sn JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Magoffm County area residents the opportunity to participate in eight upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester -- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Graduate and undergraduate education and graduate management classes will be offered at 
Magoffm County High School in Salyersville, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of 
Distance Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing, business administration and elementary education through distance 
learning technologies." 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 















(4:15pm- 6:55pm) EDEC 637 
(7:10pm- 9:50pm) EDSP 370 
Secpndary School Curriculum 
Language Arts for Early Elementary 
Instructional Leader of the School 
with Field Experience 
Early Childhood Education 
Assessment of Students with 
Moderate and Severe Disabilities 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
N~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_TI_O_N_A_L_R_ELA __ T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Mason County area residents the opportunity to participate in 14 upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester-- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Classes ranging from Oral Communications, an undergraduate course, to Organizational 
Theory, a graduate course in management, will be offered at Mason County High School in 
Maysville, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing, business administration, and elementary education through distance 
learning technologies." 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 














(4:00pm - 6:40pm) SPCH 370 
(7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 620 
(4:00pm -6:40pm) SPCH 300 
(7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 630 
(4:30pm- 7:10pm) NURB 361 
(7:20pm- !O:OOpm) MUSH 364 
(4:00pm - 6:40pm) SPCH 383 
(7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 691 
(3:45pm - 6:25pm) MNGT 602 
(6:40pm- 9:10pm) NURB 365 
(9:00am- 11:40am) MNGT 612 
Business and Professional Speech 




History of African-American Music 
Group Discussion 
Business Policy and Strategy 
Survey of Quantitative Analysis & 
Statistics 
Concepts and Theories Basic to 
Professional Nursing 
Organizational Theory 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
I 
N: ~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ SJUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
' MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Lewis County residents the opportunity to participate in eight upper-level college courses during 
the Spring 1997 semester-- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Graduate and undergraduate education and graduate management courses will be offered at 
Lewis County High School in Vanceburg, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of 
Distance Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing, business administration and elementary education through distance 
learning technologies." 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 



















Secondary School Curriculum 
Language Arts for Early Elementary 
Instructional Leader of the School 
with Field Experience 
Early Childhood Education 
Assessment of Students with 
Moderate and Severe Disabilities 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
I 
~! ~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ Sn JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Lawrence County area residents the opportunity to participate in nine upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester-- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Undergraduate and graduate-level education classes and graduate-level management 
courses will be offered at Louisa Middle School in Louisa, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, 
MSU's Office of Distance Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
1 obtain degrees in nursing, business administration and elementary education through distance 
learning technologies." 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 
The compressed video schedule for Lawrence County is: 
Day Time Course 
Monday (4:15pm- 6:55pm) EDSE634 Secondary School Curriculum 
Tuesday (4:15pm- 5:45pm) EDEL301 Media Strategies 
Wednesday (4:15pm- 6:55pm) SCI 690 Advanced Science for the Elementary 
School Teacher 
Wednesday (7:10pm- 9:50pm) EDIL632 Instructional Leader of the School 
with Field Experience 
Thursday (4:15pm- 6:55pm) EDEC 637 Early Childhood Education 
Thursday (7:10pm- 9:50pm) EDSP370 Assessment of Students with 
Moderate and Severe Disabilities 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
I 
~I ~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ Sn JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Breathitt County area residents the opportunity to participate in 17 upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester-- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Classes ranging from Oral Communications, an undergraduate course, to Organizational 
Theory, a graduate course in management, will be offered at the Hazard Community College, 
Lees College Campus in Jackson, according to Dr. Autunm Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance 
Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing and business administration through distance learning technologies. 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 
The compressed video schedule for Breathitt County is: 
Day Time Course 
M, W, F(l) (!1:30am- !2:30pm) ACCT 490 
T, TH, F(2) (!1:30am- 12:30pm)BEOS 321 
Monday (4:00pm- 6:40pm) SPCH 370 
Monday (7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 620 
Tuesday (4:00pm- 6:40pm) SPCH 300 
Tuesday (7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 630 
Wednesday (4:30pm- 7:10pm) NURB 361 
Wednesday (7:20pm - !O:OOpm) MUSH 364 
Thursday (4:00pm- 6:40pm) SPCH 383 
Thursday (7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 691 
Friday (3:45pm- 6:25pm) MNGT 602 
· Cost Accounting ll 
Business Communication 
Business and Professional Speech 




History of African-American Music 
Group Discussion 
Business Policy and Strategy 
Survey of Quantitative Analysis and 
Statistics 
Friday (6:40pm- 9:10pm) NURB 365 Concepts and Theories Basic to 
Professional Nursing 
Saturday (9:00am- 11:40am) MNGT 612 Organizational Theory 
Saturday (1:00pm- 3:40pm) ECON 350 Microeconomic Theory 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
I 
N: eWS------------------IN_s_T_IT_u_TI_o_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_Io_N_s JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---lnnovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Fleming County area residents the opportunity to participate in five upper-level college courses 
during the Spring 1997 semester-- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Graduate and undergraduate courses in elementary education will be offered at Simons 
Middle School in Flemingsburg according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance 
Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing and business administration through distance learning technologies." 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at ( 606) 
783-2039. 










Language Arts for Early Elementary 
Advanced Science for the Elementary 
School Teacher 
The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management. 
#### 
I 
~~ ~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ Sn JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Bath County area residents the opportunity to participate in upper -level college courses during the 
Spring 1997 semester -- without commuting to the M~U campus. 
Classes in elementary education and management will be offered at Bath County High 
School in Owingsville according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance Education 
director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings at 
off campus sites and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now 
possible to obtain degrees in nursing and business administration through distance learning 
technologies. " 
Additional information on how to enroll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at (606) 
783-2039. 










Language Arts for Early Elementary 
Early Childhood Education 
The Internet schedule is.: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 
· Economics and MNGT 667, Women and Men in Management.· 
#### 
I 
~~· ~~~-----------------------------------IN_S_T_IT_U_T_IO_N_A_L_R_E_LA_T_IO_N __ Sn JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
' MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Innovative technology from Morehead State University will permit 
Boyd County area residents the opportunity to participate in 17 upper-level college courses during 
the Spring 1997 semester -- without commuting to the MSU campus. 
Classes ranging from Oral Communications, an undergraduate course, to Organizational 
Theory, a graduate course in management, will be offered at the MSU Extended Campus Center 
in Ashland, according to Dr. Autumn Grubb, MSU's Office of Distance Education director. 
Distance Learning is a multi-faceted program which utilizes the Information Superhighway 
to provide an interactive learning environment via the Internet and interactive television. 
"This emerging technology allows MSU to provide more and more academic offerings off 
campus and at extended campus centers," Dr. Grubb said. "For example, it is now possible to 
obtain degrees in nursing and business administration through distance learning technologies." 
Additional information on how to emoll is available from Dixie Blankenbeckler at 
606-783-2039 0 
The compressed video schedule for the Boyd County area is: 
Day 
M, W, F(l) 














(11:30am- !2:30pm) ACCT 490 
(11 :30am - 12:30pm) BEOS 321 
(4:00pm- 6:40pm) SPCH 370 
(7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 620 
(4:00pm- 6:40pm) SPCH 300 
(7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 630 
(4:30pm -7:10pm) NURB 361 
(7:20pm - !O:OOpm) MUSH 364 
(4:00pm - 6:40pm) SPCH 383 
(7:00pm - 9:40pm) MNGT 691 
(3:45pm - 6:25pm) MNGT 602 
(6:40pm- 9:10pm) NURB 365 
(9:00am- 11:40am) MNGT 612 
(1:00pm- 3:40pm) ECON 350 
Cost Accounting IT 
Business Communication 
Business and Professional Speech 




History of African-American Music 
Group Discussion 
Business Policy and Strategy 
Survey of Quantitative Analysis & 
Statistics 




The Internet schedule is: FIN 660, Financial Management; ECON 600, Survey of 




~ JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
Dec. 21, 1996 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Registration for Morehead State University's spring 1997 semester is 
scheduled for Jan. 15-17, with the first day designated ouly as a business day. 
On Wednesday, Jan. 15, freshmen and transfer students who advance registered may pay 
tuition/fees in the Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, from 9 am. to 5 p.m. Class schedules 
will not be processed that day. 
Entry into the payment areas on all three days will be based on an alphabetical system by last 
name, which may be found in the directory of classes. 
On Thursday and Friday, Jan. 16-17, students will develop class schedules in their academic 
departments. Those who have not declared a major will schedule their classes in 23 3 Allie Young Hall. 
Undergraduate students, who have not previously been admitted or were not emolled this fall, will 
need to stop first at the Admissions Office, 306 Howell-McDowell. For graduate students, that stop will 
be 701 Ginger Hall. 
Only sophomores and juniors may pay tuition/fees on Jan. 16 in the Crager Room. The payment 
hours for those who advance registered will be from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., while those students who did not 
pre-register will be admitted from 4 to 6 p.m. 
On Friday, Jan. 17, seniors and graduate students who advance registered may complete-the 
financial portion of registration in the Crager Room from I 0 am. to 6 p.m. Those who did not register in 
advance will be admitted from 4 to 6 p.m. 
Students at MSU' s Ashland Area, Big Sandy and Licking Valley Extended Campus Centers as 
well as those at the Appalachian Graduate Consortium in Pikeville may register from 8 am. to 6 p.m. on 
Jan. 16-17. 
The registration period for classes at Jackson, Maysville, Mt. Sterling and Whitesburg will be on 
Jan. 16 only from 4 to 6 p.m. Students emolling in distance learning classes offered at other regional sites 
may register at the main campus or at the nearest extended campus c~nter. 
All MSU classes, including evening and off-campus, begin meeting Tuesday, Jan. 21. 
Schedule adjustments will be processed without charge Jan. 16-24 in the student's ml\ior 
department. Effective Monday, Jan. 27, drop-adds will be processed in the Office of the Registrar, 201 
Ginger Hall, with the $10 fee in effect at that time. 
Course directories with a complete list of classes and registration information are available from 
the Registrar's Office. Additional information may be obtained by calling that office at (606) 783-2008. 
#### 
